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Resume
De nos jours, les applications sans fil a taux eleve de transfert de donnees sont de
plus en plus repandues. Ces applications necessitent l'utilisation de systemes de
communication sans fil a haut debit, ayant une bonne efficacite spectrale ainsi qu'une
rentabilite optimale en termes de couts de mise en oeuvre et de compatibilite avec les
systemes preexistants. Afin d'explorer ce genre d'application, differentes techniques de
modulation de signaux et d'amplification de puissances sont actuellement en cours
d'exploration. L'objectif est de repondre au mieux aux exigences accrues des
consommateurs pour la transmission de donnees a tres haut debit (notamment les
donnees video) tout en permettant aux operateurs des reseaux mobiles de reduire au
maximum les couts de maintien et de deploiement de ces reseaux. Cette tendance a
accelere 1'adoption de nouveaux standards de quatrieme generation (4G) dont le
potentiel se manifeste a plus d'un titre.
En premier lieu, la technologie 4G promet un acces sans fil rapide et a large
bande. Par ailleurs, une fois les circuits integres sont assez bon marche, la nouvelle
technologie ne sera plus utilisee seulement dans les appareils mobiles et les ordinateurs
portables, mais aussi dans certains peripheriques tels que les appareils photo numeriques
et les compteurs electriques. C'est dans ce contexte que se situent les travaux de cette
these qui vise a developper de nouvelles techniques d'amplification de puissance RF
pour les nouveaux systemes sans fil de quatrieme generation. En raison de la quantite de
puissance considerable qui peut etre dissipee lors de ramplification, l'efficacite des
amplificateurs de puissance s'avere un des principaux facteurs affectant la performance
globale du systeme. Les techniques existantes pour ameliorer l'efficacite

de

l'amplificateur causent la degradation de la linearite, ce qui est intolerable pour les
nouveaux systemes de communication sans fil employant des techniques de modulation
avancees. En effet, l'inconvenient principal d'une modulation complexe d'un signal, tel
que la modulation OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing), est que signal
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de crete peut s'elever a N fois la puissance moyenne (N peut etre superieur a 10)|, ce qui
force l'amplificateur a travailler instantanement dans la region non-lineaire, causant
ainsi des distorsions d'intermodulation et 1'augmentation des taux d'erreur binaire BER
(Bit Error Rate), ou encore a travailler avec un grand recul pour avoir une meilleure
linearite mais au prix d'une perte d'efficacite energetique.

Afin de maintenir un

compromis entre efficacite et linearite, une technique d'amplification est proposee. II
s'agit d'une solution au niveau systeme visant a offrir un rendement eleve tout en
preservant la linearite du signal.
Dans ce projet de recherche, l'etude des nouvelles architectures d'emetteur RF a
ete effectuee tout en mettant l'accent sur des topologies pouvant repondre aux exigences
actuelles en termes de linearite et d'efficacite. Afin de resoudre le probleme de la
degradation de 1'efficacite de 1'architecture LINC (Linear amplification with Nonlinear
Components) conventionnelle causee par les pertes au niveau du combineur, une
nouvelle solution de LINC modifiee au niveau systeme est proposee. Au lieu d'etre
combines au niveau de l'emetteur, les signaux des deux branches sont amplifies,
transmis et ensuite combines au niveau du recepteur. Par consequent, l'efficacite de tout
le systeme s'ameliore tout en garantissant la linearite des signaux modules. La nouvelle
architecture proposee possede l'avantage d'utiliser deux amplificateurs non lineaires
operant a saturation dans leurs regions de haute efficacite energetique. De plus, cette
architecture ajoute une flexibilite au niveau du systeme pour compenser les distorsions
du signal causees par le canal et les desequilibres des branches LINC.
Les principales contributions de cette these sont enumerees comme suit:
Tout d'abord, la separation du signal de l'amplificateur LINC ainsi que le filtrage
des signaux des branches sont realises a l'aide d'une unite d'implantation DSP (Digital
Signal Processing). Grace a cette implantation, la performance de tout le systeme est
amelioree non seulement en termes d'efficacite de puissance mais aussi en termes
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d'ACPR (Adjacent Channel Power Ratio) et de desequilibres entre les branches du
LINC. En outre, deux nouvelles architectures d'amplification LINC au niveau systeme
(2X1 et 2X2) pour les systemes de communication sans fil sont presentees. Les resultats
du la simulation montrent une amelioration de 1'efficacite et une bonne immunite aux
desequilibres des branches des signaux tout en gardant un niveau de linearite acceptable.
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Abstract
Nowadays, high speed and high data rates based wireless applications are largely
widespread. These applications require wireless communication systems with broadband
and high spectral efficiency in addition to cost and compatibility effectiveness. Different
modulation and power amplification techniques are being studied and explored for these
applications as the wireless communication systems are continuously in development, as
the need for cost-effective, spectrum-efficient, ubiquitous, always-on and interoperable
wireless systems.
The increasing consumer demand for higher speed mobile data services and the
mobile network operators need for ways to cut costs accelerated by the adoption of the
new futuristic 4G standard. The 4G technologies promise a wireless access which is fast
and ubiquitous broadband. Once the radio IC chips are cheap enough, the new
technology will not just be used in handsets and laptops, but also in devices such as
digital cameras and electricity meters, which are unconnected today.

Based on the beforehand discussion this research project is aimed at developing
new efficient RF power amplifying techniques for these emerging wireless systems. The
efficiency of power amplifier is one of the most critical factors affecting the overall
system performance due to the power dissipation in the amplification stage. The existing
techniques used to improve amplifier efficiency result in a loss of linearity, which is
unacceptable for the new wireless communication systems employing advanced
spectrally-efficient modulation techniques. The new complex modulated signals, like
OFDM, main disadvantage is that the signal peak may rise up to N times (N can be
higher than 10) the average power, which will force the amplifier to work in the
nonlinear region, causing inter-modulation distortions and an increase in Bit Error Rate
(BER) or work with a large back up to keep the linearity, but in this case the power
efficiency degrades considerably.
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To remedy this compromise between efficiency and linearity, an efficient
amplification technique is proposed in this thesis. It is based on a system-level solution
to provide high efficiency while maintaining linearity of the signal.
In this research project a study for new transmitter architectures with emphasis on
topologies that can meet today's linearity and high efficiency requirements was carried
out. Due to the conventional LINC efficiency degradation problems owing to the
combiner losses, a new system level modified LINC solution is proposed. This new
solution introduces a new topology intended for efficiency of the power amplification
front end in wireless communication transmitters. Instead of combining them at the
transmitter the two RF amplified branch signals are transmitted and then combined at the
receiver. Accordingly, the LINC based transmitter efficiency is improved, and the
overall system power efficiency is enhanced, while the linearity of the modulated signals
is maintained. This new architecture has the advantage of using two nonlinear amplifiers
working in saturation in their high efficiency operation region, and also adds flexibility
at the system level to compensate for the signal distortions due to the channel and LINC
branches imbalances.
The main contributions of this thesis are listed as follows:
An addition of an extra filtering step in the processing, taking place in the signal
separation unit of the LINC transmitter, results in an improved LINC amplifier system
performance from the perspective of linearity and robustness to branch mismatches in
terms of gain and phase unbalance.
Furthermore, two novel system level topologies 2X1 and 2X2 LINC amplification
solutions for the wireless communication systems are also introduced. These two LINC
new architectures are intended to replace the conventional LINC transmitter to reduce
degradation of the average efficiency when high peak to average signal is transmitted.
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Simulation results show improved efficiency and immunity to branch signals imbalance,
while maintaining the required linearity and quality of signal.
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Condense en Francais
Introduction
Les systemes de communication sans fil sont devenus les plus importants
moyens de communication. En raison de la forte demande sur des systemes de
communication capables de fournir une connectivite plus facile avec des taux eleves de
transfert de donnees, 1'usage de tels systemes a considerablement augmente au cours de
la derniere decennie. En outre, l'accent s'est deplace vers des services numeriques sans
fil permettant de fournir une grande variete d'applications outre que les services
generaux de telephonie vocale fixe. Cette tendance augmente la necessite de developper
des nouveaux systemes tres fiables a capacite elevee. Ceci a stimule plus de travaux de
recherche qui visent a developper d'avantage des services integres, fournissant des
debits plus eleves ainsi qu'une interface plus universelle pou^ des applications
multistandards.

Cependant, le probleme de ces systemes est qu'ils operent dans la bande des
frequences radio (bande RF). Ceci necessite une attention particuliere lors de la
conception des differents blocs, notamment le bloc d'amplification de puissance.
L'efficacite des amplificateurs de puissance RF est l'un des principaux facteurs affectant
la dissipation de puissance dans l'ensemble du systeme. Ces amplificateurs sont concus
pour fournir un maximum d'efficacite a un seul niveau de puissance situe generalement
pres de la saturation. Lorsque le point d'operation est recule (backed off), le rendement
se degrade fortement et la dissipation de la chaleur augmente. Ce probleme est inevitable
si ramplitude de l'enveloppe RF varie entre les valeurs minimale et maximale. La
plupart des approches visant a ameliorer l'efficacite de l'amplificateur causent une perte
en linearite ce qui est intolerable pour les systemes de communication avances
employant des techniques de modulation visant a ameliorer l'efficacite spectrale. En
outre, les cretes des signaux utilisant ces types de modulations complexes, tel que
l'OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing), peut atteindre plus que dix
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fois la puissance moyenne, ce qui force l'amplificateur au niveau de l'emetteur a operer
dans la region non-lineaire, causant des distorsions d'intermodulation (i.e. degradation
de la linearite) et 1'augmentation du taux d'erreur binaire BER (Bit Error Rate). Par
ailleurs, si l'amplificateur de puissance est exploite en recule (back-off) pour assurer la
linearite du signal, l'efficacite de puissance du systeme entier est reduite. Ce compromis
est illustre graphiquement dans la figure 1.

.^

c
CD

SE
LU

Bias
PA classes: A

AB

B

C,E,F

Figure 1: Linearite et efficacite des differentes classes d'operation des PA.

Differents parametres sont utilises pour evaluer les performances des systemes
numeriques de communication sans fil. Ces mesures de performance peuvent etre
generalement divisees en deux grandes categories, celles mesurant l'efficacite et celles
mesurant la linearite. L'efficacite est mesuree au niveau de l'amplificateur de puissance
(PA) et de l'ensemble du systeme. Pour estimer le niveau d'efficacite de l'amplificateur
de puissance PA avec des signaux modules, des mesures comme l'efficacite en
puissance ajoute (PAE) peuvent etre utilisees. Au niveau systeme, la mesure de
l'efficacite moyenne est la plus fiable.

Ainsi, l'objectif principal consiste a developper et concevoir une architecture
efficace de PA au niveau systeme destinee pour les telephones cellulaires, les appareils
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portables et autres applications de communication sans fil tels que les reseaux large
bande, tout en mettant l'accent sur 1'amplification lineaire de puissance. Alors que les
frequences porteuses de ces applications vont de plusieurs centaines de MHz a quelques
GHz, les puissances cretes peuvent varier de 100 milliwatts a quelques watts. Les
specifications principales de 1'amplificateur pour de telles applications sont: le cout, la
reduction de la taille, le gain, la linearite et l'efficacite en puissance. De plus, des criteres
comme la stabilite, la robustesse et la fiabilite sont a envisager.

Par ailleurs, les performances en linearite des signaux transmis et recus, peuvent
etre mesurees a l'interieur et a l'exterieur de la bande du signal. En effet, l'erreur
vectorielle d'amplitude (EVM) quantifie les effets de distorsion du systeme a l'interieur
de la bande, tandis que le niveau d'emission a l'exterieur de la bande, provoque par les
non-linearites de 1'amplificateur de puissance, est mesure a l'aide du rapport de puissance
de canal adjacent (ACPR).

En se Basant sur cette discussion, cette these vise a developper de nouvelles
techniques d'amplification de puissance des signaux RF pour les systemes de
communication sans fil. La technique d'amplification proposee est une solution au
niveau systeme offrant un rendement eleve tout en permettant de maintenir la linearite
du signal.

Les techniques d'amelioration de l'efficacite en puissance
L'architecture lineaire conventionnelle d'un transmetteur est basee sur un
alignement simple de composants PA micro-ondes. Cet alignement se compose d'un
modulateur de frequence intermediate ou bande de base, un convertisseur et une chaine
d'amplificateurs de puissance (en cascade). La chaine d'amplificateurs en cascade se
compose de plusieurs etages de gain en puissance avec des gains de l'ordre de 6 a 20 dB.
Chaque etage doit garantir suffisamment de linearite pour que le transmetteur puisse
produire un signal module en amplitude ou un signal a porteuses multiples. Cela est
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generalement realise en utilisant des amplificateurs de puissance operant en classe A
avec un recule assez important dans les premiers etages. L'amplificateur de sortie opere
de preference en classe AB, puisqu'il presente la plus grande consommation de
puissance DC. Dans certain cas, en depit de la diminution de l'efficacite, il est necessaire
d'utiliser la classe A dans des applications exigeant un tres haut niveau de linearite.

Des solutions efficaces sont connues sous le nom de techniques d'amelioration
de l'efficacite. Les trois techniques principales sont: 1) L'amplificateur Doherty, 2)
L'amplificateur LINC (outphasing) et 3) la technique Kahn d'elimination et de
restauration de Penveloppe (EER). Ces trois techniques ont des applications potentielles
dans les systemes de communication sans fil et leur mise en oeuvre avec facilite et
efficacite au profit de l'expansion des technologies numeriques est evaluee.

L'architecture LINC reguliere 1X1
Les amplificateurs LINC sont proposes pour des applications ou les transmetteurs
doivent avoir une excellente linearite, haute puissance et haute efficacite energetique.
Toutefois, 1'architecture LINC souffre de certains problemes au niveau de ses circuits
tels que le desequilibre des composantes entre les deux branches, ce qui provoque la
degradation du signal a la sortie du transmetteur. En outre, elle souffre de la degradation
de l'efficacite en puissance en raison de la recombinaison du signal, suite a
l'amplification, a l'aide d'un combineur de puissance et surtout dans le cas des signaux a
haut PAPR (Peak to Average Power Ratio). L'amplificateur LINC se compose d'un bloc
de separation des composantes du signal (SCS), qui divise le signal de base en deux
composantes a amplitudes constantes et modulees en phase. Les deux composantes sont
converties en signaux RF autour de la frequence porteuse et par la suite amplifiers. Elles
sont sommees par un combineur de puissance afin de reconstruire un signal RF module
et amplifie, sans distorsion, tel que montre a la figure 2.
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Figure 2: Architecture de Pamplificateur LINC.

La generation de signaux de branches implique un signal source a bande etroite, et
un signal a large bande qui s'etend dans des canaux adjacents. Lors de recombinaison,
les deux signaux sources sont ajoutes en-phase, tandis que les signaux a large bande
s'annulent entre eux. Ceci suppose qu'il n'y a pas de desequilibre en phase ou en gain
dans les deux branches. En cas de desequilibre, l'annulation n'est pas complete et les
canaux adjacents sont affectes. Par consequent, le processus de recombinaison exige
plus d'attention. Puisque l'enveloppe des deux signaux de branche est constante, le LINC
permet a l'amplificateur de puissance RF de fonctionner pres de la saturation, ce qui, en
principe permet d'obtenir une efficacite de puissance moyenne elevee.

Decomposition du signal LINC
Si un signal passe-bande avec enveloppe complexe S(t) est utilise et si,
|,S(7)|< SM avec SM est la valeur maximum de l'enveloppe du signal, alors S (t) peut
s'ecrire comme suit:

s(t)

= 5,(0+

s2(t)

(i)

ou

5 , ( 0 = S(t)/2 + e(t)
S2(t) =
S(t)/2-e(t)

(2)
(3)

xvii

e{t)

= -l-S(t)

S

M

2

-

(4)

\\S(t)\

Le signal transmis est suppose etre une replique legerement modifiee du signal
d'entree. Cela signifie que la sortie a une enveloppe complexe donnee par GS(t), ou G est
le facteur de gain complexe de l'amplificateur comme le montre les figures 2 et 3. En
raison d'un eventuel desequilibre en phase ou en gain entre les deux amplificateurs,
1'enveloppe complexe de sortie peut s'ecrire comme suit:
Sour ( 0 =

G

6 ^ ( 0 +

2 ^

2

( 0

(5)

ou Gi et G2 sont deux constantes complexes, eventuellement differentes.
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Figure 3: Decomposition du signal de l'amplificateur LINC.

Efficacites du LINC et technologies du combineur
L'efficacite moyenne de l'amplificateur LINC depend de la dynamique du signal
et de l'efficacite du combineur. Les deux types de combineurs utilises sont le combineur
hybride de puissance (Hybrid Power Combiner) et le combineur Chireix (Chireix
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Outphasing Combiner). Le combineur de puissance isole, a deux voies (hybride), resulte
en une excellente linearite, mais en meme temps degrade l'efficacite en puissance
globale du systeme LINC.
En effet, le combineur Chireix est un combineur sans pertes qui ameliore
l'efficacite en puissance, mais degrade la linearite. II a ete demontre que les distorsions
observees dans l'amplificateur LINC avec un combineur Chireix etaient inherentes a la
structure de recombinaison elle-meme. Mais, en considerant un combineur hybride, il a
ete demontre que les sources de degradation de linearite etaient le desequilibre en phase
et/ou amplitude entre les deux branches du LINC et la non-linearite intrinseque de
Pamplificateur. La troisieme source de degradation de linearite est les filtres passebande dans la chaine de transmission entre le circuit separateur du LINC et les
amplificateurs RF. Dans le cas de signaux a haut PAPR (< 10 dB), l'efficacite moyenne
en puissance du transmetteur LINC peut etre calculee selon la formule suivante:

1 = VaVbVc

(6)

ou Tja est l'efficacite maximale de l'amplificateur, r]t est le rapport entre la puissance
moyenne et la puissance de crete du signal, ce qui correspond a l'efficacite du processus
de recombinaison du signal, et TJC represente les pertes transmission RF dans le
combineur lui-meme.

L'efficacite instantanee dans le cas du combineur hybride (combineur isole et
adapte), peut etre calculee analytiquement est egale a la fonction de cos (0) ou 0 est
Tangle de decomposition. L'efficacite augmente a mesure que 0 diminue, ce qui
correspond aux cretes du signal, comme 1'illustre la figure 3. Egalement, tel que montre
dans la figure 4, cette valeur diminue a mesure que 0 augmente, ce qui correspond a des
conditions de faible signal: c'est le cas le plus probable pour les signaux utilises dans les
systemes de communication 3G et 4G comme le montre la figure 5. Dans la plupart des
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cas, lorsque l'amplitude du signal d'entree est faible par rapport a l'amplitude constante
des deux composantes generees, le combineur doit dissiper une quantite de puissance
relativement grande pour etre en mesure de reconstruire le signal a petite amplitude
apres amplification. Ceci implique evidemment une faible efficacite en puissance pour la
technique LINC.
L'application du LINC a 1'amplification des signaux de modulation OFDM etant
introduite, la separation des signaux de rarchitecture LINC est ensuite implantee ainsi
qu' un bloc de filtrage des signaux des branches utilisant un processeur DSP (Digital
Signal Processing), comme le montre la figure 6.
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Figure 4: Decomposition du signal de l'amplificateur LINC, presentant differentes valeurs de 9 [15].

Le LINC conventionnel est modifie par l'implantation en DSP des operations de
decomposition du signal et du processus du filtrage. Les signaux dans les deux branches
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du LINC sont filtres afin de diminuer leur valeur d'ACPR et le rendre acceptable pour
l'application WLAN 802.11.

1
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Figure 5: L'efficacite du Combineur hybride et PDF pour signaux modules OFDM et CDMA vs.
Tangle de decompositionO.

S,M)

Figure 6: Un nouvel emetteur LINC FIR LPF bloc.
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Lorsque l'ACPR est fortement reduit, des niveaux eleves d'interference intercanaux et des desequilibres des branches du LINC peuvent etre toleres, comme le
montre la figure 7. L'ACPR est ameliore par 43 dB lorsqu' un filtre des moindres carres
est utilise. Les resultats du la simulation monteront que L'EVM obtenu dans ce cas est
tres proche de celui de LINC conventionnel (1.4%) et il est bien inferieur au seuil
specifie par la norme (5.62%). On peut done conclure que l'operation de filtrage n'a pas
affectee les performances du systeme en matiere d'EVM et d'efficacite globale de
puissance.

Figure 7: Spectre des frequences du signal avant et apres le filtrage d'un signal de la branche.

Emetteurs LINC Avances (modifies)
Une nouvelle architecture LINC pour les applications sans fil large bande est
proposee. Elle est basee sur la modification de l'amplificateur LINC, dans lequel les
signaux dans les deux branches LINC sont recombines au niveau du recepteur afin de
surmonter les problemes lies aux pertes du combineur. Ainsi, le rendement global du
systeme est ameliore. La nouvelle architecture proposee pour l'amplificateur de
puissance RF a ete simulee et les resultats demontrent l'amelioration de l'efficacite
globale de puissance. D'abord, une nouvelle topologie dans laquelle deux antennes
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d'emission et une antenne de reception sont employees en gardant la meme architecture
du recepteur, a ete testee afin de reduire la complexite du systeme. II convient aussi de
mentionner que, pour minimiser l'effet des desequilibres entres les deux branches du
LINC, cette nouvelle architecture utilise un systeme d'auto-adaptation. Elle est basee
sur l'implantation DSP, ou la separation du signal d'entree du LINC et le filtrage des
signaux des branches sont effectues. La recombinaison du signal est effectuee au niveau
de l'antenne de reception. Cette nouvelle disposition vise a surmonter les problemes lies
aux pertes du combineur de l'emetteur. Ceci est illustre a la figure 8.

Figure 8: presentation detaillee du projet de systeme 2x1 LINC.

Les resultats montrent une amelioration au niveau du point d'operation en recul
(BACK-OFF) de 9.4 dB et 3.66 dB par rapport au systeme a une

seule branche

d'amplification et l'amplificateur LINC conventionnel respectivement; Ceci engendre
une efficacite de 16.17% pour le schema propose de LINC 2x1 et 4.72% pour les LINC
conventionnel en comparaison avec 1.43% pour une seule branche d'amplification.
L'EVM de 1'architecture proposee est de 1,53%, ce qui est bien en dessous de la valeur
maximale autorisee par le standard (5.6%). Dans ce systeme, les signaux dans les deux
branches LINC sont filtres pour s'adapter au masque de transmission et reduire leurs
ACPR. La performance

en termes d'ACPR est considerablement amelioree, ce qui

permet d'avoir une marge dans les niveaux de 1'interference inter-canaux et les
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desequilibres entre les branches du LINC. Et puisque le combineur du cote de l'emetteur
est elimine, l'efficacite du systeme entier est amelioree. Les resultats ont montre que
l'ACPR a ete ameliore de 43 dB, en utilisant le filtre des moindres carres. En plus,
l'efficacite du systeme a ete amelioree de 3.4 fois par rapport a celle d'un amplificateur
LINC. L'operation de filtrage n'a pas eu d'effet sur les performances du systeme en ce
qui concerne l'EVM. Ce nouveau systeme 2x1 a l'avantage d'avoir une architecture
standard de recepteur tout en offrant une amelioration de la performance du systeme en
ce qui concerne l'efficacite, l'ACPR et l'EVM.

Par ailleurs, une architecture LINC avec deux antennes d'emission et deux
antennes de reception (LINC 2X2) est presentee. Elle est representee dans la figure 9.
Les simulations ont ete realisees en supposant un canal ideal et un canal reel. Comme le
PAPR des deux signaux des branches a augmente de 0.0 dB a 3.0 dB a cause de l'effet
de l'operation du filtrage, la linearisation des deux amplificateurs a ete necessaire. La
methode de linearisation DPD a ete utilisee. II a ete trouve que le filtre numerique de
mise en forme a l'emetteur etait efficace pour reduire l'ACPR. De plus, le point
d'operation de recule de l'amplificateur a ete ameliore de 5.6 dB par rapport a
1'amplificateur LINC conventionnel. L'EVM mesure pour le LINC 2X2 etait de 0.54%,
ce qui est tres faible par rapport a l'EVM admissible de 5.6% specifie par la norme IEEE
802.1 lg avec un debit binaire de 54 Mbps. Par la suite, un canal reel a deux chemins non
correles grace

a l'utilisation deux differentes polarisations pour les antennes de

transmission. Les resultats montrent que les performances de l'architecture proposee
etaient superieures a celle de l'amplificateur
conventionnel.

a une seule branche

et de LINC
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Figure 9: mise a jour LINC emetteur architecture.

Une valeur de 1.76% de l'EVM a ete obtenue pour le systeme LINC 2X2. En
outre, le point d'operation a ete ameliore pour le LINC conventionnel et modifie par
rapport a celui de l'amplificateur classique. Les resultats montrent que le point
d'operation des amplificateurs a change de 9.4 dB a 3.8 dB grace a l'utilisation de la
nouvelle architecture LINC. Ceci a implique un gain important

a 1'efficacite ajoutee

variant de 5% a 18% pour les emetteurs pour le cas d'un signal 802.1 lg. Aussi, la perte
du combineur est supprimee, augmentant ainsi 1'efficacite globale moyenne de 1'emetteur
de 3.9% pour les LINC conventionnel a 15.5% pour la LINC modifie. Le niveau d'EVM
calcule a la sortie de 1'emetteur est de 1.76%, ce qui respecte largement la valeur
maximale autorisee du standard (5.6% a 54 Mbps de debit binaire).

Conclusion et travaux futurs
Cette these a introduit deux nouvelles architectures pour l'amplificateur de
puissance ou il a ete propose, pour la premiere fois, d'alterer la conception de l'etage
final de 1'emetteur RF en utilisant une approche de conception au niveau du systeme.
Cette approche a permis de remedier aux effets negatifs du combineur de puissance sur
1'efficacite energetique moyenne du systeme. Beneficient du fait que les deux signaux
peuvent etre recombines du cote recepteur, les architectures proposees requierent la
transmission des deux signaux des branches apres avoir ete filtres et amplifies.
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Les resultats de simulation de la solution proposee montrent que ce nouveau
transmetteur est une solution valable pour les systemes de communication utilisant des
signaux l'OFDM. Les resultats tires suite a ce travail de recherche sont les suivants:
- Les signaux des deux branches ont ete filtres pour respecter les specifications du
masque de transmission du standard WLAN IEEE 802.1 lg.

- Differents filtres numeriques passe-bas ont ete testes. En particulier, le filtre des
moindres carres a donne des resultats optimaux pour 1'architecture proposee.
- Les resultats de simulation, pour le cas d'un canal ideal unitaire, ont revele une
amelioration du point d'operation de l'amplificateur d'environ 3.6 dB pour le LINC
modifie par rapport a 9.4 dB pour ramplificateur classique. En outre, l'EVM a ete estime
a 0.54%, ce qui etait largement en dessous de la valeur de 5.6% autorisee du standard.
-La reponse de 1'architecture LINC modifiee a donne des resultats satisfaisants lors des
simulations avec un canal multi-trajets avec du bruit blanc. L'EVM a ete d'environ 1.6%
et le point de recul a ete de 3.69 dB.

- L'efficacite energetique moyenne du systeme modifie a ete amelioree environ 11 fois
par rapport a celle de ramplificateur classique et environ 4 fois par rapport a celle de
LINC conventionnel.
Contributions
Les principales contributions de cette these peuvent etre resumees comme suit:
• L'ajout d'une etape de filtrage dans le bloc DSP reserve a la separation du signal de
l'amplificateur LINC, resultant

en une amelioration de la performance du systeme

d'amplification LINC en termes d'ACPR et de robustesse au desequilibre entre les
branches du LINC.
• L'introduction d'une nouvelle solution d'amplification au niveau systeme LINC 2X1
pour les standards de communication sans fil: Le LINC 2X1 est destine a remplacer
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l'amplificateur LINC conventionnel afm d'eliminer le combineur du LINC qui est a
l'origine de la degradation de l'efficacite.
• La presentation d'une nouvelle solution d'amplification LINC 2X2, au niveau systeme,
adaptee aux systemes de communication.
• En plus de l'amelioration de l'efficacite, les deux nouveaux schemas proposes ont
egalement ameliore la performance du systeme en termes d'ACPR et d'immunite au
desequilibre entre les deux branches.
Cette these est organisee en cinq chapitres : Le premier chapitre decrit le
probleme vise par le travail de recherche ainsi que la motivation et l'importance d'etre
considere par les concepteurs des transmetteurs radio.
Le deuxieme chapitre presente une etude qui concerne le probleme de
l'amplification de puissance dans les systemes de communications sans fil. Les objectifs
et les contributions de la these y sont aussi presentes.
Le troisieme chapitre illustre les notions de base des standards des systemes de
communication sans fil ainsi que les technologies reliees aux amplificateurs de
puissance. Les architectures utilisees pour les emetteurs RF sont aussi exposees.
L'objectif commun entre les differents types d'amplification de puissance est
l'augmentation de la duree de vie des batteries des terminaux portables ou d'ameliorer
l'efficacite de la puissance des stations de base. Chaque type est done analyse du point
de vue de l'efficacite et de la complexity.
Le quatrieme chapitre

s'interesse a l'architecture de ramplificateur LINC

(Linear amplification with Nonlinear Components) conventionnelle. Les questions de
conception liees aux performances de l'amplificateur

de puissance basee sur

l'architecture LINC, la decomposition du signal, les types de combineur et l'efficacite
sont egalement couvertes dans ce chapitre. En outre, une nouvelle implementation de
l'architecture LINC, dans laquelle le signal est decompose et les signaux des branches
sont filtres, est introduite. Les effets du desequilibre des branches sont aussi etudies.
Le cinquieme chapitre propose deux nouvelles architectures modifiees du LINC,
a savoir, le 2X1 et le 2X2. Les performances des nouvelles architectures sont presentees
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en mettant l'accent sur le rapport de puissance du canal adjacent (ACPR), l'efficacite, les
effets des desequilibres et les effets du filtre.
Dans le sixieme chapitre, nous resumons les principaux points discutes au cours
des chapitres precedents, et identifions des principaux domaines de recherche pour
l'avenir.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Research overview
Wireless communication has become the most important communication mean

and its use has increased dramatically over the last decade, due to the high demand on
communication systems capable of providing easier connectivity anywhere and anytime
with high data transfer rates. On the other hand, wireless systems are now used for
computer networking and internet access in addition to voice/video communications.
Moreover, the emphasis has shifted from providing fixed voice services to general
wireless digital services that allow a wide variety of applications [l]-[6]. As a
consequence of this growth, the need to develop new higher-capacity and highly reliable
communication systems is increasing and driving research work to develop more
integrated services, providing higher data rates and more universal interface for a variety
of applications.

In addition to this the available crowded spectrum is forcing the use of complex
modulation technique and multiple access schemes in which the generated complex
signals resulting from adopting these schemes are associated with increased signal
dynamics. Therefore, they require highly linear power amplifier (PA) characteristics to
reduce out-of-band radiation levels which impose more challenges on the design of
linear RF PA systems [2], [7], [8] and [9]. The goal of improving the inherent design
trade-off between efficiency and linearity for such systems is very important and has
been a great deal of interest to develop advanced amplification architectures. A survey
of the research works carried out in this area shows that the design for efficiency was
tackled on the device/circuit level (like using different operation classes), on the
architecture level (different architectures for improved efficiency and linearity), and
finally on the system level.
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Conventional PAs have been designed on device/circuit level. This circuit level
design was constructed using different classes of operation in simple linear amplification
and power combining layouts which were used and are still in use. Examples of such
architectures are simple line ups, multi-stage PAs, push-pull PAs, balanced PAs, and
power combined PAs. However, in order to design PAs that meet certain efficiency and
linearity requirements, both architecture and system level based PA designs come in
selection. In the case of designing for efficiency, architectures like stage bypassing,
Kahn, envelope tracking, LINC (Linear amplification with Nonlinear Components) and
Doherty are viable [10], [11]. Moreover, in the design case for linearity, architectures
like feedback, feedforward and predistortion (RF and digital baseband) are common
[10],[11], [12] and [13].

These layouts do exist, but they have limitations either in bandwidth or in the
dynamic range over which the efficiency is improved [10]. On the system level category,
the combination of one of the mentioned architectures with DSP (Digital Signal
Processing), to implement an adaptive amplification system with higher efficiency and
linearity is nowadays a driving force for more research work as reported in [1], [7], [11]
and [14]. In what follows, a simple introduction to the above mentioned architectures
will be presented.

1.2

Research problem
Efficiency of microwave power amplifiers is the most critical factor affecting the

overall system power dissipation. Most approaches to improve amplifier efficiency
result in a loss of linearity, which is unacceptable for communication systems employing
advanced spectrally-efficient modulation techniques. Also, as the main disadvantage of
the new complex modulated signals, like OFDM, is that the signal peak may rise up to
ten times the average power, the transmitter's amplifier will be forced to operate in the
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nonlinear region and thereby causing inter-modulation distortions and BER increase
[14], [15] and [16].
In this dissertation, the main goal is to develop and design an efficient system level
PA architecture for cellular phone handsets, portable wireless devices, and other wireless
communication applications with emphasis on linear power amplification. CDMA and
OFDM based systems are also among these related applications. While the carrier
frequencies in these applications range from several hundred MHz to few GHz, peak
powers ranging from 100 milliwatts to few watts are common. The most general
objectives and specifications in an amplifier design for such applications are mainly
controlled by parameters, such as cost, size reduction, gain, linearity, and power
efficiency. In addition, criteria like stability, robustness, reliability, etc should also be
considered.
1.3

Thesis objectives and contributions
This research project consists of studying and developing new transmitter

architectures with emphasis on topologies that can meet today's linearity and high
efficiency requirements. In this study, a new system level solution for the power
amplification front end in wireless communication transmitters is proposed. The new
topology is intended for efficiency enhancing. Indeed, it adopts a new LINC architecture
that overcomes the conventional LINC efficiency degradation problems due to the
combiner losses [15], [17], [18], [19], and [20] by transmitting the two RF amplified
branch signals and combining them at the receiver instead of combining them at the
transmitter [25][26][27][28] and [28]. Accordingly, the LINC architecture efficiency is
improved, while sufficient linearity for modulated signals such as OFDM modulated
signals is secured. Therefore, the overall system power efficiency is enhanced.
The system operation, in brief, is as follows: the baseband OFDM or CDMA signal
to be transmitted are decomposed into two constant amplitude out-phased waveforms
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according to the LINC concept [11], [17]. The two branch signals are filtered (i.e.
shaped to follow the transmission mask), up-converted, amplified using highly efficient
nonlinear power amplifiers, and then transmitted using two transmitting antennas. The
received signals are frequency down-translated before being converted to digital format
for receiver processing purposes (equalization for the channel and correction of
imbalance effects). Finally, the two signals are summed at the receiver side. This new
architecture has the advantage of using two nonlinear amplifiers working in their high
efficiency operation region (i.e. saturation region). This architecture alleviates the
transmitter's combiner efficiency problems and also adds flexibility at the system level
by compensating, in digital baseband equalization processing module, for the signal
distortions due to the transmission channel effects and LINC branches imbalances [25],
[26] and [27].
1.4

Thesis outlines
Based on this focus, this dissertation is arranged in six chapters. The current

chapter had presented the research overview, definition of the research problem, thesis
objectives, and contributions. Chapter 2 will present the necessary background for
wireless communications and the new trends in the field. The assessment of the
performance of the communication system is also to be presented with a discussion
about the linearity and efficiency concerns. Chapter 3 will introduce a brief overview of
power amplifiers as well as the related technologies and architectures used for RF and
wireless transmitters. The common objective among these schemes is to enhance the talk
time of portable terminals or increase the power efficiency for base stations. Each
scheme is analyzed from efficiency behavior and complexity viewpoints. Chapters 4 will
focus on LINC amplifier architecture as conventionally described. Also, design issues
related to LINC based power amplifier performance and its robustness to branch
imbalance will be investigated and solution to the problem will be proposed. Chapter 5
will propose two new modified transmitter architectures: the 2X1 and the 2X2 LINC
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based transceivers. A presentation of the performance of the new architectures is to be
introduced with emphasis on ACPR (Adjacent Channel Power Ratio), efficiency,
mismatch, and filter effects. In Chapter 6, the conclusion will summarize the main points
discussed in the previous chapters. Main areas for future research will also be identified.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND COMMUNICATIONS TRENDS

2.1

Introduction
As the communication systems are moving towards the wireless media, the need for

efficient modulation techniques and more power efficient systems is pushing. In fact,
some efficient modulation techniques have been proposed, but the problem associated
with them is how to amplify the resulting modulated signals and transmit them in a
linear and efficient manner. In what follows the new trends of wireless communication
and an introduction of the different modulation techniques is introduced, with emphasis
on OFDM. In addition, the parameters used to govern the performance of the system are
also introduced concerning linearity and power efficiency.

2.2

Wireless communication trends
The need to develop systems with higher transmission capacity and higher speed of

access has led to the development of different generations of wireless communication
systems like the first, second and third generations (1G, 2G, 3G). Besides, research
activities aiming at developing the 3.5G and 4G generations have been intensified during
the last five years [29], [30] and [31]. Therefore, computer wireless networks are also
getting more attention motivated by the need for higher data rate, easier connectivity and
more mobility. The evolution process in communication and electronic fields has
resulted in introducing new technologies and standards which facilitate the
implementation of systems with improved properties. The aim is to overcome the
limitations resulting from the utilization of the multiple access techniques like CDMA
and OFDMA, which are introduced in modern wireless applications to better use the
limited and overcrowded Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum [14], [32].
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2.2.1

Modulated signals characteristics
Modern wireless communication systems are using complex digital modulation

schemes, such as Quadratic Amplitude modulation (QAM), to address the increasing
demand for power efficiency. However, these schemes are inherently not power efficient
due to the resulting high PAPR and envelope magnitude varying signals. Also, in order
to make use of the available spectrum, the design of the system has to take care of the
emissions caused by the transmitted signal in the adjacent channels. In fact, the larger
the signal emissions in the adjacent channel frequency band, the greater the distortion in
the adjacent users' channels [35]. In wireless systems, this results in a reduction in the
number of active users who can operate at the same time. Also, these distortions increase
the BER due the accumulation of noise introduced into other users' channels. Therefore,
new systems employing multiple access techniques (e.g. OFDM) have to be designed
under strict requirements on transmitted signal linearity [6], [36] and [37].

2.2.2

Multiple Access Techniques
Since the bandwidth allocated to any radio system is always limited, multiple

access schemes are used to allow many users to simultaneously use the same fixed
bandwidth radio spectrum. For mobile phone systems the total bandwidth is typically 50
MHz, which is split into two halves to provide forward and reverse links. Sharing the
spectrum is required in order to increase the user capacity of a wireless network. FDMA,
TDM A and CDMA, depicted in Figure 2-1, are the three major methods of sharing the
available bandwidth between multiple users in wireless systems. There are many
extensions and hybrid techniques for these methods, such as OFDM and hybrid TDMA
and FDMA systems. The idea about the basic methods is required to understand its
variants [2], [3], [6] and [9].

FDMA

time

TDMA

time

CDMA

time

Figure 2-1: Multiple Access Schemes (FDMA, TDMA and CDMA).

In the FDMA case, the bandwidth is divided into a number of sub-band channels
as shown Figure 2-2. A unique sub-frequency band is allocated to each user in order to
be used for the both emission and reception. Precisely, the user's mobile station gets
forward and a reverse link channels from the base station and vice versa. FDMA is
considered the primary subdivision for large allocated frequency bands and is used as a
part in most multi-channel systems. Typically up to 50% of the spectrum is wasted due
to the extra spacing between channels. This problem is worse as the channel becomes
narrower and the frequency bandwidth decreases. In the case of most digital phone
systems where coders are used to compress the digitized speech, system capacity is
increased due to the bandwidth reduction required for each user. FDMA would not be
able to handle efficiently such narrow bandwidths.

Available
Band
Width

Frequency
Figure 2-2: FDMA spectrum, the available bandwidth is subdivided into narrow channels.
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On the other hand, in TDMA, the spectrum is divided into multiple time slots,
each user is assigned a time slot in which he can transmit and receive. Figure 2-3 shows
users assigned time slots (in a round fashion), considering that each user is allocated one
time slot/frame.

Ch Ch Ch
1
3

Ch Ch Ch Ch
N 1
3

Ch
N

Frame
Figure 2-3: TDMA scheme where each user is allocated a small time slot.

Since TDMA uses a buffering scheme, it can't transmit analog signals directly. It
should be converted to digital format first. TDMA suffers from multi-path effects, and as
it has very high transmission rate, high inter-symbol interferences may occur. TDMA is
usually used with FDMA to divide the available bandwidth into several sub-channels.
This allows more users per channel and lower data rates. The effect of delay spread is
reduced on transmission. In this hybrid scheme the bandwidth is first divided based on
FDMA technique and then each channel is further divided using TDMA, so that several
users can transmit using the same channel. This transmission scheme is used in ?G
mobile phone systems. For example, in GSM, the assigned bandwidth (25MHz) is
divided into 125 channels (of 200 kHz bandwidth) using FDMA, these channels are then
subdivided using TDMA so that each 200 kHz channel allows 8 to 16 users.

Besides, in CDMA, which is a spread spectrum based technique, the narrow band
data (normally digitized voice data) is multiplied by a large bandwidth signal which is a
PN code (Pseudo random Noise code). All users use the same frequency band and
transmit in the same time. The receiver then recovers the transmitted signal by
correlating it with the same code used by the transmitter.
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CDMA was originally developed for military applications to secure transmission
in the presence of jamming, so for many years the spread spectrum technique was
considered for military applications only. However, with the development of the
integrated circuits and the introduction of LSI and VLSI designs, commercial systems
have began to use these schemes in commercial applications. The main advantages of
the CDMA are: interferences avoiding by signal coding, information security, accurate
ranging, and mutable user access [3], [5].
2.2.3

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
OFDM is a multicarrier transmission scheme in which the available spectrum is

divided into many carriers and each sub carrier is modulated using a low data rate
stream. OFDM is very similar to FDMA as multiple users access the available spectrum
in the same technique. However, OFDM uses the spectrum more efficiently by
allocating the channel tightly close to each other. This can be achieved by making all
carriers orthogonal to each other, preventing the interference between the closely spaced
carriers, i.e. in OFDM; carriers are employed in such a way that the corresponding value
of one carrier is zero at the center frequencies of the other carriers [4]. The resultant
composite signal is shown in as shown in Figure 2-4.

OFDM splits the available bandwidth into many narrow band channels (100-8000
channels). In this way, OFDM allows many users to transmit in an allocated band by
subdividing the available bandwidth into many narrow bandwidth carriers. As the
carriers in each channel are made orthogonal to each other there is no need for the users
to be time multiplexed as in TDMA and therefore there is no overhead associated with
switching between users. In fact, the value of each sub-carrier has a null at the center
frequency of each of the other carriers in the system to ensure no interference between
carriers. The OFDM has a high tolerance to multi-path signals and is spectrally efficient.
Hence, it is considered as a good candidate for the future wireless communication
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systems [6]. Also, with OFDM different modulation schemes can be used to modulate
the sub channels carriers for layered services.

5150
5180
Lower Band Edge

5200 5220

5240 5260 5280 5300

5320
5350
Upper Band Edge

Upper U-NII Bands: 4 Carriers in 100 MHz / 20 MHz Spacing
|20MHz

5725 5745
Lower Band Edge

ffMHzl

5765 5785

5805 5825
Upper Band Edge

Figure 2-4: OFDM physical frequency channel plan.

However, as a modulated signal, the main disadvantage of the OFDM is that the
signal peak can be up to 50 times the average signals power. The large peaks increase
the amount of inter-modulation distortions resulting in an increase of the BER. The
average signal power must be kept low in order to reach the limitation set by the
transmitter's design [7][38] and [39].

The complex Envelope of OFDM signal after (IFFT) is given as [7]:
N /2-1

^ ( 0 = S
K

4n)eJ2mt,T'rect

X
n=

-NI2

t-k{Ts+TG)
TS+TG

(i)

where: 1 / Ts is the sub-carrier spacing, N is the number of sub carriers (Number of
Data elements/Symbol to be sent), T G is the guard interval to cope with multipath
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propagation effects. K is the number of symbols in time, and

x («)

are the

coefficients which are selected according to data and the modulation scheme for each
subcarrier. Figure 2-5 shows the OFDM complex signal, where part (a) depicts the
carriers with orthogonal frequency spacing, while part (b) shows the power spectrum of
the OFDM signal.

Frequency

(a)

2360

2380

2400

2420

2440

Frequency (MHz)
(b)
Figure 2-5: OFDM composite signal, a) Carriers with orthogonal frequency spacing, b) OFDM
signal power spectrum.
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2.3

Performance measuring of a communication system
There exist different metrics which are used to evaluate the performance of a

wireless digital communication system. As illustrated by Figure 2-6, these performance
metrics can be generally divided into two main classes, those measuring efficiency and
those measuring linearity. Efficiency performance is measured on both PA and system
levels. PA level efficiency measures, like PAE (Power Added Efficiency), can be
applied. For the system level, the average and instantaneous efficiency metrics are viable
[9], [12],[40].

On the other hand, the linearity performance of the signals for such systems is
evaluated for the in-band and out-of-band performances. Different linearity metrics are
used to measure the in-band performance of the system, while others are related to the
out-of-band performance. The EVM quantifies the in-band distortion effects of the
system. The out-of-band emission level, caused by the power amplifier nonlinearities
effect, is measured using the ACPR [29], [41].

(

Linearity

f

j

Average

Efficiency J
Instantaneous

i

•

lavg

Hinst

Figure 2-6: Performance metrics for a communication system.
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2.3.1

Linearity and efficiency concerns
Distortion of RF signal can be described as an imperfection of the waveform of the

ideal one. For efficiency purposes, RF amplifiers are generally used in the non-linear
region causing distortion at the output. The non-linearity of an amplifier is the side effect
of the deviation from the ideal linear amplification, when the input power of the
amplifier is increased [20], [42]. For a linear amplifier, the output voltage is related to
the input voltage by:

v0(t) = G*v,(t)

(2)

where G is the gain of the amplifier. In practice, this is possible only up to the saturation
level of the amplifier. An Amplifier starts clipping once it reaches its saturated output
level. This clipping generates non-linearity distortions. So, it can be said that amplifier's
design can present several challenges related to power efficiency and linearity in
addition to the gain and dynamic range. These limitations will force design engineers to
think about a compromise between linearity and efficiency [30].

Power amplifiers are inherently nonlinear systems, because the large signal
behavior of the semiconductor devices is itself nonlinear. Figure 2-7 shows some
common measures that are used for characterizing the PA nonlinear behavior such as the
ldB compression point (PUB) and the third order interception point IP3. The 1 dB
compression point (PidB) is the output power value where the difference between the
amplifier linear gain and actual nonlinear gain is equal to 1 dB. The IP3 is the
extrapolated interception point between the desired linear outputs with the 3rd order
inter-modulation with two-tone excitation [12].

The PidB and IP3 measures are independent of input signal modulation schemes.
In addition to the amplitude (AM-AM) nonlinearity shown in Figure 2-8, power
amplifiers usually exhibit amplitude to phase conversion behavior (AM-PM), as
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depicted by Figure 2-9. AM-(to)-PM refers to the creation of phase modulation (PM)
observed at nonlinear amplifier's when fed with an amplitude modulated (AM) signals.
AM-PM is often the result of voltage dependent capacitors (e.g. junction capacitors).

Desired linear
output

3 order intermod
term —m/
-4

Pin(dBm)

-

•

2
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4

IIP3

Figure 2-7: Output power vs. input power curve showing P l d B and IP3.

Pin dBm
Figure 2-8: AM-AM curve for PA.
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Figure 2-9: AM-PM curve for PA.

Actually, the efficiency of microwave power amplifiers is one of the most critical
factors affecting the system overall power dissipation. Therefore, losses in mobile
terminals batteries and for satellite communication transmitters and transponders are a
critical issue. Besides, PA efficiency is affecting the operating power consumption of the
base stations and repeaters, thus affecting the running costs of these stations. Most
approaches used to improve amplifier's efficiency need a sacrifice in linearity, which is
unacceptable for communication systems employing advanced and spectrally efficient
modulation techniques. The linearity and efficiency goals, in addition to the high
frequency operation (2.4 GHz to 5-6 GHz, in recent applications and above in the
future), provide a set of constraints for the power amplifiers designers [7] [15], [20] and
[44].

2.3.1.1 Linearity
One of the main concerns in modern PAs design is the need for linearity. Constant
envelope (amplitude) signals such as CW, FM, classical FSK, and GMSK (used in
GSM) do not require linear amplification. However, when the signal contains both
amplitude and phase modulation, linear amplification is required. SSB voice, sideband
television (NTSC National Television System Committee and HDTV High Definition
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Television), modern shaped-pulse data modulation (QAM, QPSK, CDMA) and multiple
carriers (OFDM) are examples of such signals [6].
In addition, the use of shaped data pulses in modern wireless communication
systems, such as QPSK, QAM, OFDM and CDMA, is necessary to address the
increasing requirements for both high data rates transmission and efficient utilization of
the increasingly crowded spectrum. It is more convenient to use a large number of low
data rate carriers rather than a single high data rate carrier.
The resulting time domain OFDM signals may have a peak-to-average ratio in the
range of 6-17 dB [1]. Both amplitude nonlinearity AM-AM (variable gain) and
amplitude-to phase conversion AM-PM resulting from the power amplifier can cause
distortions of the amplified signal. This would result in energy spreading into adjacent
channels and impairment of detection. There exist many techniques that can be used to
improve the linearity like feedback, feedforward, predistortion, and LINC [10], [12].
Various techniques are used to characterize measure and specify linearity
depending on both the signal and the application. The carrier-to-intermodulation
(C/IMD) ratio compares the amplitudes of the desired output carriers to the
intermodulation-distortion (IMD) products. ACPR compares the power in an adjacent
channel to that of the signal. Also, EVM which can be defined as the distance between
the ideal and actual constellation symbols is a widely used metric in 3G and WLAN RF
communication systems [21], [35].
2.3.1.2 ACPR performance
It is worth mentioning that the amplitude dependent amplifier nonlinearities
interacting with modulated carriers having variable envelopes cause an effect called
spectral regrowth. In fact, modulated carriers can be considered as a large set of tones
squeezed into a particular frequency band around the carrier. Amplifier nonlinearity
creates intermodulation products among these tones. These result in the creation of
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additional unwanted spectral components called spectral regrowth [45]. Figure 2-10
shows a typical spectrum of a nonlinear amplifier output suffering from spectral
regrowth.
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Figure 2-10: Spectral regrowth problem.

The ACPR measures the unwanted signal emission to adjacent channels (spectral
regrowth). It is defined as the ratio of unwanted power created in a specific channel
within a specified bandwidth at a specified frequency offset from the main carrier to the
power in the desired modulation bandwidth. This term is very often faced as regulatory
parameter by the FCC. Adjacent and alternate channel limits could be read from the
spectrum. For example, in PCS CDMA (IS-95) [46], ACPR is defined as the ratio of the
power in a 30 kHz bandwidth at 1.25 MHz offset from the center frequency to the power
in the main modulation bandwidth. For typical WLAN 8021 la/g, ACPR limit is defined
as -40 dB for neighboring channel and -20 dB for the alternate channel relative to
channel power. Channel power is measured in 20 MHz bandwidth and the same
principle is applicable for alternate and adjacent channel. Equations (3) and (4) give the
value of the ACPR for the lower and higher offsets from the center frequency.
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ACPRa=&(3)

ACPRLO=^(4)

Unlike PidB and IP3, ACPR and other spectral regrowth based nonlinearities'
measures are heavily dependent on the signal's modulation. As a result, using specific
signal characteristics and statistics is very important in simulating or measuring ACPR
in nonlinear systems. In this research work the ACPR is used to measure out of band
emissions of the proposed systems and compared to the standard and other existing
systems, [25], [33] and [45].

2.3.1.3

Efficiency

As stated before, in case of linearity, efficiency is a critical factor in RF and
microwave power amplifiers design. Power amplifiers are devices that amplify the input
RF or microwave signals and deliver much higher power at the output. Their efficiency
can be measured with different metrics. Power gain, which is defined as the ratio of the
output RF power to input RF power, is considered as a primary performance measure.
The power amplifier can also be perceived as a device that converts DC power provided
from the supply into RF power at the output. One of the most critical performance
measures of a PA is the efficiency of this conversion process. Drain or collector
efficiency is defined as the ratio of RF output power to the DC power provided from the
supply. There are three definitions for efficiency most commonly used [10], [12]:
1) Power or drain/collector efficiency,
2) Power-added efficiency (PAE),
3) Overall efficiency (system efficiency).
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The stated efficiency metrics are commonly used to measure the amplifier
efficiency. For communication systems involving amplitude modulated signal having
high PAPR, the average efficiency is considerably lowered in comparison to a
continuous signal response. That is, of course, different from the instantaneous
efficiency which depends on the power level.
As non-linearities in the PA distort the signal being amplified, it results in splatter
into adjacent channels in the transmission stage and error in detection at the receiver
side. To overcome these problems while achieving good linearity, the PA should be used
in the linear region (i.e. a large back-off is needed) and thus lowering the overall
efficiency. At high transmission power levels, poor efficiency results in high power
consumption, heat generation and poor reliability. Therefore, the base-station operating
cost is increased due to the high power consumption of the cooling systems.

On the other hand, as the power amplifier dissipates a major portion of the total
power in many portable systems such as phone handsets, the efficiency of that amplifier
is the most important factor affecting the talk or operation time thus. This results in
lowering the battery life for mobile units. Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12 show the
behavior of a typical power amplifier with the regards to the compression curve and the
power added efficiency. A rather good general review of these basic concepts on RF
power amplifiers can be found in [1].
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With the fact that, the new modulated techniques information-bearing waveforms
exhibiting PAPR (Peak to Average Power Ratio) that exceeds 10 dB. These non constant
envelope modulation techniques require that the PA be operated in its linear region to
prevent spectral splattering, keeping signals linearity. So, the PAs should be backed-off
from their most efficient region (i.e. saturation region), loosing in efficiency. Thus, a
good tradeoff between the efficiency and the linearity needs has to be performed. The
conflict between linearity and efficiency is illustrated in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13: Linearity and Efficiency relation for different PA classes.

Hence, based on the previous discussion and due to the practical requirements,
efficiency can be defined as follows: power efficiency (PE) or drain efficiency (r\) which
can be defined as the ratio of RF-output power to dc-input power, as given by equation
(5):
PE = rj =

PRFJp
'DC

(5)

This measure may be enough for low frequency voltage-to-voltage conversion
amplifiers. But since high frequency RF current-to-voltage or current-to-current
amplifications are necessary due to matching limitation, it is important to add the loss in
the amplifier in the equation, so that other efficiency metrics like the power added
efficiency can be considered. The Power added efficiency (PAE) is calculated as the
ratio of the RF output power, minus the input RF power, to the total power into the
device (DC and RF), as stated in equation (6) [10].
PAE^PRF-PJI

P.DC

(6)
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Thus, the PAE includes the RF-drive power by subtracting it from the output
power. The PAE gives a good indication for the PA performance when the gain is high.
An example of power added efficiency curve as a function of input power was shown in
Figure 2-12.
In addition, the overall efficiency

(TJAU)

can be used in all situations. It can be

defined as shown in equation (7). In this context, it is important to mention that this
definition could be extended to include any other sources of power consumption like
driver dc-input power or the power consumed by supporting circuits.

'HAII ~ PRFout ' \"in

+

*DC )

(j\

Another important efficiency metric is the instantaneous efficiency, which is the
efficiency at one specific output level. For most PAs, the instantaneous efficiency is at
the highest level at the peak output power (PPeak) and would decrease as the output
decreases. The average efficiency is a useful measure of performance when amplifying
signals with time-varying amplitudes are involved. It is calculated as the ratio of the
average output power to the average dc-input power as expressed in equation (8).

WAvg ~ PRFoutAvg

' *DCAvg

/g-v

Besides, the probability-density function (PDF) presents the relative amount of
time spent by the signal's envelope at various amplitudes. Modulated signals with
multiple carriers produce random- phasor sums and thus have Rayleigh-distributed
envelopes as it can be seen in Figure 2-14. By integrating the product of the variable of
interest and the PDF of the envelope over the range of the envelope, the average input
and output powers are found.
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Figure 2-14: Probability Density Function for OFDM and CDMA signals.

2.4

Conclusion
In this chapter an overview of the wireless communication was introduced, and

new trends in the field were presented. The different modulated signals were presented
along with a description of the main characteristics concerning their channel allocation,
bandwidth efficiency, and their number of user's capacity. Then, the OFDM technique
was briefly highlighted upon for its importance and hence practicality for the use in
wireless systems. The assessment of the performance of the communication system is
also presented with a discussion about the linearity and efficiency concerns. The
linearity as one of the main concerns in the design of modern PAs for use in wireless
communication applications is discussed. In addition, the need for

efficiency

improvement as a critical factor in RF and microwave power amplifiers design is
presented. Different parameters, used to measure the linearity and efficiency, were
introduced.
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CHAPTER 3
POWER AMPLIFIERS AND TRANSMITTERS

3.1

Introduction
A power amplifier (PA), in a simple definition, is a circuit for converting DC-input

power into a significant amount of RF/microwave output power. Typical architectures
employ large PAs to amplify a low-level signal to the desired output power. However, a
wide variety of architectures have been proposed, which basically disassemble and then
reassemble the signal to permit amplification with high efficiency and linearity [10]. The
simplest way to design a power amplifier is to design a single power-amplifier gain
stage using a single transistor. However, any practical power amplification architecture
consists of several drivers, gain stages, and a final power stage which may use some
form of power combining network. Generally, transmitters do not only use PAs as
building blocks, but also a variety of other circuit elements including oscillators, mixers,
low-power amplifiers, filters, matching networks, combiners and circulators. The
arrangement of building blocks is known as the architecture of the transmitter. The
classic PA transmitter is based on linear PAs and power combiners. But lately, the PA
transmitters are being based on a variety of different architectures as reported in [1],[12]
[10], [43] and [48].

Meanwhile, new solid-state devices such as HEMT, pHEMT, HFET and HBT,
which are developed using a variety of materials such as GaAs, InP, SiC and GaN
emerged in the 90s, these new devices offer amplification up to 100 GHz or more. PA
based transmitters are used in systems such as radars, RF heating, plasma generation,
laser drivers, magnetic-resonance imaging and miniature DC/DC converters. No single
PA or transmitter architecture suits all the applications. Most of the PA architectures that
are now coming into the market, were created decades ago, but just made possible
recently, thanks to the progress in signal-processing and control technology.
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The combination of digital signal processing and microprocessor control allows
widespread use of complicated feedback and predistortion techniques to improve the
PA's efficiency and linearity as reported in [51][50] and [50], Modern applications, like
communication, navigation and broadcasting systems, operate in different range of
frequencies starting from UHF to millimeter frequencies. PA output power ranges from
10 mW in short-range unlicensed wireless systems to 1 MW in long-range broadcast
transmitters. In addition, almost every possible type of modulation is being used in any
system.

Power amplifiers are used in many different applications including the majority of
wireless and radio communication equipments, wireless and cable TV broadcast
systems, cable and other wired transmission systems, optical driver amplifiers, audio
systems and radars. Over many years, the knowledge of related technologies and the
design of these amplifiers have been developed. In this context, Table 3-1 represents
some interesting statistics based on the number of IEEE publications indexed under
"Power Amplifier". While some knowledge has been developed that is common to a
wide variety of applications, increasing specialization has led to an important advance in
technology for specific applications.
Table 3-1: Published articles indexed under "Power Amplifiers"
in IEEE and affiliated publications.

3.2

Publication Year

Before 1980

1980 to 1990

1990 to 1998

1998 to 2007

Number of Articles

195

397

1682

1854

Power efficiency enhancement techniques
A conventional power amplifier is designed to provide maximum efficiency at a

single power level, which is customarily near the saturation power level of the device
[12]. When the PA operation point is backed off, the efficiency degrades sharply and the
heat dissipation increases, even if the RF output power decreases. This problem is
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unavoidable, if the amplitude modulation of the RF envelope varies between peak and
minimum values.
Effective solutions for this problem have existed since long time, and they are
known as "efficiency enhancement techniques". The three main classical efficiency
enhancement techniques are [10]: Doherty amplifier, LINC (outphasing) amplifier and
Kahn envelope elimination and restoration technique. These three techniques have
potential widespread applications in wireless communication systems. Also, their
implementation with ease and effectiveness benefiting from the expanding digital
technologies is assessed. Some new techniques are introduced in [13], [14], [22] and
[49].

A circuit level solution was introduced in [34]. It is a new load modulation
technique in which the load impedance of the PA is dynamically varied to produce
amplitude modulated signals with high efficiency for narrowband signals, but it needs
design efforts for the modulator biasing and electronic tuning networks to achieve highefficiency and linear amplification in wideband applications. A device level design was
also presented in [14]. It is based on a design of a class F power amplifier for efficiency
enhancement. Besides, a device/circuit category design for efficiency was introduced in
[13]. This design offers good efficiency results, but the cost was relatively high due to
the use of four amplifiers, among which one should be active for low amplitude
envelope signal. In addition, when large amplitude signals are applied, the four PAs
should be active. This can be obtained with a specific design of a dual mode input power
divider and an output power combiner.

Besides, there were different research activities to design and implement LINC
architecture, but all of them were based on the architecture mentioned before. Research
work presented in [21] [3 8], [40] and [51] focused on increasing the LINC immunity
against the branch imbalances, and thus improving the efficiency.
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3.2.1 Conventional Power Amplifiers
Conventional linear transmitter architecture is a simple line up of the typical
microwave PA components. As shown in Figure 3-1, this transmitter line up consists of
a baseband or IF modulator, an up-converter and a power-amplifier chain.

BaseBand
Signal

Sin (0

Mixer

3- stage PA

Figure 3-1: Linear PA architecture.

The cascaded amplifier chain consists of gain stages with power gains in the
range of 6-20 dB. Each stage must have adequate linearity, if the transmitter is intended
to produce an amplitude-modulated or multicarrier signal. This is achieved generally
using class-A amplifiers with substantial power back-off in all driver stages. The final
amplifier (output stage) is preferably operated in class AB, as it is always the most
costly in terms of device size and current consumption. Despite of the lower efficiency,
it is necessary to use class-A PA in applications requiring very high linearity [12].

3.2.2 Power combining
The use of a single large PA versus a number of small PAs is one of the most
basic decisions in the selection of the PA architecture. Even when larger devices are
available, smaller devices often offer higher gain, a better matching factor (wider
bandwidth), better phase linearity and better cost. Heat dissipation is more readily
accomplished with a number of small devices. On the other hand, the increase in part's
count, assembly time and physical size are significant disadvantages to the use of
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multiple, smaller devices. In Figure 3-1, a multi-way power combiner/divider is shown.
It is a 2-level one-to-four using a simple 3dB hybrid power combiner/divider [9], [10]
and [12].

Figure 3-2: Multi-way power combining using a simple 3dB hybrid.

3.2.3 Stage bypassing and gate switching
By switching between large and small amplifiers (e.g., the driver), the stagebypassing and gate-switching techniques reduce power consumption and increase the
efficiency according to peak signal level. The transmitter efficiency could be
significantly increased when operating into the backoff. The adoption of these
techniques is particularly effective for mobile handsets that operate over a large dynamic
range. Meanwhile an average efficiency improvement from 2.1% to 9.5% has been
reported. Also, the efficiency vs. output for different PA architectures in continuous
wave mode is illustrated in [10].
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3.2.4

Envelope elimination and restoration (EER), (Kahn) technique
In the Kahn envelope elimination and restoration (EER) technique, shown in

Figure 3-3, a high-efficiency linear RF PA is implemented by combining a highly
efficient but nonlinear RF PA with a highly efficient envelope amplifier. In the typical
implementation of this technique, a limiter eliminates the envelope and thus generates a
constant-amplitude phase modulated carrier to be amplified efficiently by class-C, classD, class-E, or class-F RF PAs. The envelope is restored to the phase-modulated carrier
by amplitude modulation using the final RF PA. This results in the creation of an
amplified replica of the input signal.

Kahn-technique based transmitter operates with high efficiency over a wide
dynamic range in contrast to linear amplifiers. It produces high average efficiency for a
wide range of signals and power backoff levels. Three to five times the average
efficiency of linear amplifiers has been obtained from HF to L-band using the Khan
technique [10] , [12]. The most important factors affecting the linearity are the envelope
bandwidth and the alignment of the envelope and phase modulations. The envelope
bandwidth must be at least twice the RF bandwidth and the misalignment must not
exceed one-tenth of the inverse of the RF bandwidth [10]. Also, at higher microwave
frequencies, RF-power devices exhibit softer saturation characteristics and larger
amounts of amplitude-to-phase conversion, necessitating the use of predistortion.
Besides, it should be mentioned that there is an architecture called "Envelope
Tracking" which is similar to the Kahn technique. In this architecture, the supply voltage
is varied dynamically to conserve power, but with sufficient "headroom" to maintain the
RF PA operation in the linear mode. The final RF PA carries out the task of providing
the linear amplification. The envelope is first detected and used to control a dc-dc
converter. Architecture's efficiency is significantly better than that of a linear RF PA
operating with a fixed supply voltage, but it is still lower than that of the Kahn technique
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as stated in [10]. The reason for that is, at lower output amplitudes, power consumption
by the converter and other circuits reduces the efficiency.

Modulated
Supply

Sin®

DSP Sig
Source

COS { (Oct + <j)(t)}

Figure 3-3: Kahn-Technique PA architecture.

3.2.5

Linear Amplification Using Nonlinear Components (LINC):
This architecture came into use at microwave frequencies in the 70s. It originated

from an older technique called outphasing, which was invented by Chireix as a mean of
obtaining high-quality AM modulated signal from vacuum tubes with poor linearity,
[11], [17]. In the Chireix technique, shunt reactances are used in the combiner inputs to
tune out the drain reactance at particular amplitude as shown in Figure 3-3. This in- turn,
maximizes the efficiency in the vicinity of that amplitude.

The efficiency is maximized, in the classic implementation, at the level of the non
modulated AM carrier and remains high over the upper 6 dB of the output range and for
about 8 dB into backoff [10]. The average efficiency can be maximized for any given
signal by carefully choosing the shunt susceptance values. For example, for a
multicarrier signal having 10-dB peak-to-average ratio, the average efficiency can be
boosted from 28% to 52.1% for class B PA [10], [11], [17] and [42].
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Figure 3-4: LINC PA architecture.

The LINC is considered as a potential architecture level solution for efficient RF
power amplification systems. The LINC amplifier architecture is intended for
applications in which the transmitted signals should have high output power level and
high efficiency, while maintaining good linearity. The LINC concept is based on
converting the complex amplitude modulated signal into two-constant amplitude outphase modulated signals. The LINC architecture basically consists of a signal separation
block and two nonlinear amplification branches, followed by a combiner.

The LINC architecture permits a power amplifier operation near or at saturation
level so that the two separated signals yield maximum amplifier efficiency and high
linearity. Hence, this architecture provides high efficiency and secures good linearity
[11], [15], [16], [52] and [22]. Consequently, the utilization of LINC amplifier
architecture in systems employing complex modulation and multiple access technologies
(e.g. OFDM, WCDMA, QAM, etc.) comes in place. However, degradation of the
average efficiency due to the power loss in the LINC combiner is a major problem. This
problem is worse when the LINC is utilized to amplify signals having high PAPR by
using a hybrid combiner which is a matched and lossy combining device [54]. However,
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If a lossless matched combiner (Chireix combiner) is utilized, the linearity is degraded
[15], [20] and [55].

3.2.6

The Doherty Amplifier
The Doherty architecture in its classical form combines two equal power PAs

through quarter-wavelength lines or networks. The "carrier" or main PA is biased in
class B, while the "peak" or auxiliary PA is biased in class C. When the signal amplitude
is half or less than half of the Ppeak amplitude, the carrier PA is active. The two PAs
would contribute to the output power, when the signal amplitude is larger than half of
the PPeak amplitude. A simple layout of the Doherty amplifier is shown in Figure 3-5.

The Doherty amplifier operation can be understood by dividing it into three
regions: 1) low-power region, 2) medium-power region (or load-modulation region) and
3) peak-power region.

In the low-power region, the peak PA remains in cut-off and appears as an open
circuit. Hence, the carrier PA would operate as an ordinary class-B amplifier, as it sees a
100 ohm load. The instantaneous efficiency increases with the output power, reaching
78.5% in the ideal class B PA at saturation and at -6 dB OPBO from PA transmitter
Ppeak The peak PA becomes active as the signal amplitude increases to the mediumpower region. The apparent load impedance to the carrier PA decreases from 100 ohm to
above the 50 ohm during medium power range and the load seen by the peak PA
decreases from infinity to 50 ohm. The load presented to the carrier PA is decreased by
the transformation through the quarter-wavelength line. Meanwhile, the carrier PA
remains in saturation acting as a voltage source. It operates at peak efficiency and
delivers an increasing amount of power. Both PAs see 50 ohm loads and each PA
delivers half of the system output power at Ppeak power region.
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Carrier PA

Figure 3-5: The Doherty amplifier architecture.

DSP is used in recent realizations in order to control the drive and bias of the two
PAs. This results in more precise control and higher linearity [56]. Besides, an average
efficiency of nearly twice that of a quadrature-combined PA is exhibited by S-band
Doherty LDMOS transmitters with the same ACPR [13]. Three or more stages are also
possible to be used to keep the instantaneous efficiency relatively high over a larger
back-off range. A three stage Doherty with ideal class-B PAs delivers an average
efficiency of 70%, for a Rayleigh-envelope signal type with 10-dB peak-to-average ratio
[57].

3.3

Conclusion
In this chapter, a review of the efficiency enhancement techniques was presented.

Also a survey for the most used technologies and topologies was presented. Power
enhancement techniques like power combining, stage bypassing, LINC, and Doherty are
presented. The concepts behind these techniques have been explained along with a
discussion of their performance in terms of efficiency and linearity.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF LINC TRANSMITTER FOR

4.1

OFDM

APPLICATIONS

Introduction
Radio transmitters with high linearity and high power efficiency will be required

for future mobile communications systems. Several linearization techniques for power
amplifiers have been proposed including Feedforward, Feedback, Pre-distortion,
CALLIUM transmitters and LINC architecture. Among these techniques, LINC is
considered as one of the most promising schemes as it does not use the feedback loop
and thereby insures the circuit stability. The theoretical peak efficiency of the LINC
system has been reported in [11] to be 100%, since highly efficient nonlinear power
amplifiers operating in class-E or class-F modes can be used.

The LINC is selected in this work to implement a system level power
amplification technique for OFDM applications, and applicable for other standards. The
LINC concept is introduced and the signal decomposition is presented. Also, the
combiner's effect on the LINC power efficiency performance is introduced. The
optimization of the LINC through the introduction of an additional filtering stage in the
LINC's PA branches to fit the signals within the IEEE standard transmission mask is
discussed. The regular LINC is presented, and then the digital implementation of the
LINC power amplifier is presented.

4.2

LINC concept
In LINC architecture, power amplification is based on the vector summing of two

constant-amplitude phase-modulated signals [11]. A simple layout of a LINC transmitter
is shown in Figure 4-1. The phase modulation forces the instantaneous vector sum of the
two PA outputs to follow the desired signal amplitude. The driving signals are phase
modulated inversely proportional to the cosine of the envelope (E) of the input signal.
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However, the LINC technology has some problems in circuitry and due to the
component's mismatch between the two branches (imbalance) causing signal
degradation. Additional problems are related to the efficiency of the signal splitter and
power dissipation in the combiner.

SAO ,
•
Data
Sequence

Signal
Comp.
Separator

Sout(t)
>

S2(t)

Power
Amplified
Signal

Figure 4-1: Regular LINC amplifier architecture.

The design and power efficiency issues of the LINC combiner were discussed in
[11], [15] and [58] . The hybrid combiners are employed to ensure the isolation between
the two PAs, and allow them to "see" resistive loads at all signal levels [15], [18], [52]
and [52]. The efficiency of a LINC transmitter using a hybrid-coupler, results in an
average efficiency that is inversely proportional to signal peak-to-average ratio [15].
Some improvements in the efficiency are offered by power recovery from the dump port
of the hybrid combiner.[59], [60].
The variable reactive PA-load impedances resulting from summing the out-ofphase signals in a non hybrid combiner degrades the linearity due to impedance
mismatch seen by the amplifiers in the two branches [52]. A new approach for the
analysis of the outphasing combiner was presented in [15]. Also, a comprehensive
review of the combiner design and efficiency issues was reported. Furthermore, the
effect of modulation scheme on the combiner efficiency and consequently on the overall
LINC power efficiency was studied. Besides, a new integrated wideband CMOS RF
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combiner for wireless LINC transmitters was introduced in [61], and a CMOS LINC
was implemented for OFDM systems that have digital phase modulation capable of
compensating for the mismatch effects was introduced in [62]. Also, a novel integrated
antenna design was presented in [63] -[67] to carry out the function of the two-branch
signal combiner and the transmission antenna, and thus boosting the efficiency by
removing the combiner loss as claimed by the authors. In addition LINC amplifier was
used to build SDR transmitters [81]. The travelling wave tubes amplifiers were used to
construct a LINC transmitter for high power range [82].
Signal splitting was the focus of many research studies aiming at designing a
trouble-free splitter without causing any signal distortion and imbalance [69]. A recent
research work presented a DSP and a synthesizer as a digital signal splitter (separator)
implemented for W-CDMA signals [68] . Meanwhile, the problem of branch mismatch
was tackled in [21], [38], [72], [72] and [73][45]. A solution was proposed using predistortion techniques as described in [50], [50], [21] and [74]. A good survey on the
imbalance minimization technique was presented in [70] and two complex algorithms
were introduced to correct the imbalance. Also, [38] presented a digital compensation
solution for the imbalance resulting from the signal separator for OFDM applications.
Besides, in [45] a novel full-digital baseband method was introduced. It corrected for
both gain and phase imbalances in LINC. However, this solution was only considered
for amplifiers having memory-less models. A closed form expression was used detect
and compensate for the mismatch in LINC system, in [59]. In this method, the phase and
magnitude mismatches are measured accurately and could be corrected for and good
results are presented.

Other researches focused on the RF analog implementation of the LINC
architecture [11], [23], [31] and [76]. The digital implantation trials for LINC imbalance
compensation and predistorted LINC are found in [34], [38] and [92]. The use of the
genetic algorithms to overcome the imbalance effects is presented in [77]. Finally, some
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research works have proposed to modify the LINC architecture or to combine it with
other topologies to produce a new amplifying architecture with improved properties like
the ELINC (Enhanced Linear Amplification with Non-linear Component) [71], ModeMultiplexing LINC Architecture [40], CLIER (Combination of LINC and EER method)
[49] MILC (Modified Implementation of the LINC Concept) [78] and Multilevel LINC
System [79], [80]. In addition, [84], presents a new topology for the LINC, which is
based on a new quadrature outphasing, improving the transmission power.

4.2.1

Regular LINC 1X1 architecture:
As argued before, LINC amplifiers are proposed for applications in which the

transmitters should have high output power and high efficiency with the required
linearity of the application. However, LINC is inherited with some problems in its
circuitries like components mismatch between the two branches. Also, it suffers from
power efficiency degradation due to the signal recombination after amplification using
the power combiner.

The LINC amplifier consists of a signal component separation block (SCS) that
divides the baseband signal into two constant amplitude and phase-modulated signals.
The two signals are up-converted to the RF signal around the carrier frequency and
amplified afterwards. They are summed by a power combiner to reconstruct an
amplified, undistorted and modulated RF signal, as shown in Figure 4-1.

Branch signals generation involves generating two signals: a narrow band one and
a wideband signal that extends into adjacent channels. When the two signal components
are recombined, the two source signals are added in-phase, while the wideband signals
cancel each other. This is true under the assumption that there is no phase or gain
imbalance in the two branches. If there is imbalance, the cancellation will not be
complete and the adjacent channels will be affected. Therefore, the combination process
requires more attention. Since the envelope of both branch signals is constant in
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magnitude, LINC permits the RF power amplifiers to operate near saturation thereby
yielding, in principles, maximum power efficiency [3].

4.3

LINC signal decomposition
While the efficiency of microwave power amplifiers is one of the most critical

elements in overall communication system power dissipation, and most approaches to
improve amplifier efficiency result in a loss of linearity. That is unacceptable for
communication systems employing advanced and spectrally efficient modulation
techniques. That would be the case for modulated signals such as OFDM and CDMA, as
stated in the previous chapters. Since the main disadvantage of OFDM is that the signal
peak may rise up to 50 times the average power, it will force transmitter amplifier to
operate, during part of the time, in its nonlinear region. As a result inter-modulation
distortions will be generated and thereby increasing the BER [14], [15]. Hence, the
application of LINC architecture for amplifying such modulated signals will be the
choice to tackle this issue in this study.

4.3.1 The amplified Output signal
At the output of the nonlinear PA, the complex envelope model for such band pass
nonlinearity signal, is given by equation (1)

j . . , ( 0 = ,4(J^)e;<s<S)+arg<*"",,,

(.,

where Sin(t) is the complex envelope at the input. A(R) and G(R) denote the AM-AM &
AM-PM conversion functions for an input envelope R = \Sin (t)\.

4.3.2 Signal decomposition
If a band pass signal with complex envelope S (t) is used and if \S (t)\ < S M then
S (t) can be written as:
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sin(0=

s1(t)+

s2(t)

(2)

where

Sl(t)=

Sin(t)/2

+ e(t)

S 2 ( 0 = Sin(t)/2-e(t)

(3)
(4)

where SM is the maximum amplitude of the signal.

Also, there is another method to perform the two branch amplification in LINC
technique. The sent signal is assumed to be a slight replica of the input signal. This
means that the output has a complex envelope given by G S(t), where G is the complex
gain factor as shown in Figure 4-1. Due to the possible phase and gain imbalances
between the two amplifiers the output complex envelope would be written as:

Semt(0=

GlSl(t)+G2S2(t)

(6)

where Gi and G2 are two complex constants, possibly different.

The two-branch amplification (LINC technique) signal decomposition can be
presented in another form based on the baseband modulated signal having complex
envelope. As, the input signal Si„(t) can be decomposed into two constant envelopes
out- phased modulated signals Si(t) and S2O), a s shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: LINC amplifier signal decomposition.

The relations between the signals are given as follows:

Sin(t)=r(t).ej^t)
'(0=
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=

Sl(t)+s2(t)
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(7)

(8)

^£j(<p(t)+0(t))
(9)

„j(<p(O-0(t))
(10)

where T"max is the input signal's envelope at saturation level. The output signal, assumed
to be a replica of the input signal, is expressed as follows:

Sout(t)=

G(S(t))=

G(Sl(t)+

s2(t))

(ii)
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where G is a complex gain of the amplification stage. This gain can be different for the
two-branch amplifiers due to the possible phase and gain imbalance problems. This
system was simulated using ADS as shown in appendix B, Figure B-l.

4.4

LINC efficiency and combiner technologies
The average efficiency of LINC amplifier depends on the signal's dynamic and the

combiner's efficiency [85]. The two types of combiners commonly used are: the
matched power combiner and the Chireix outphasing combiner [86], [87]. The isolated
two-way (hybrid) power combiner results in an excellent linearity, but in the same time
degrades the overall power efficiency of the LINC system [15].

In-fact, the Chireix outphasing combiner is a lossless combiner that improves the
power efficiency, but degrades the linearity of the LINC system. It has been shown that
the distortion observed in the LINC amplifier with a Chireix-outphasing combiner is
inherent to the combining structure itself [20]. In spite the fact that there ongoing efforts
to overcome this problem introduced in [88], [89] and [90]. But, when considering the
hybrid combiner, it had been shown that the only source of linearity degradation is the
phase and/or amplitude imbalance between the two LINC branches [15] , [54]. The third
source of linearity degradation is the band pass filters used in the transmission chain
between the LINC separator circuit and the RF amplifiers.

The power efficiency of the LINC transmitter can be computed using the
following formula:
n = VaTlbVc
where rja is the peak

(12)
amplifier's efficiency, Tjb is the ratio between the average

transmitted power and the intended peak power at the transmitter output (it also
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corresponds to the efficiency of the signal recombining process), and TJC represents the
loss in the combiner itself [54].

The instantaneous combiner efficiency for the matched, isolated combiner can be
computed analytically, to be found equals to the function of cos2 (0), where 6 is the
decomposition angle. The efficiency increases as 9 decreases. This corresponds to signal
peaks as illustrated in Figure 4-4. Also, as illustrated in Figure 4-4, the efficiency
decreases as 9 increases, which corresponds to low signal level. This is the most
probable case for the signals used in 3G and 4G communication systems as shown in
Figure 4-3.
The average efficiency computed for the matched combiner for the case of OFDM
signal is about 29% [54]. In most cases, when the input signal amplitude is small
compared to the constant amplitude of the two components generated from it, the
combiner have to dissipate a huge amount of power to be able to reconstruct the signal
and generate the small amplitude signal after amplification. This obviously degrades the
power efficiency for the LINC technique.
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Figure 4-3: Matched combiner efficiency and PDF for OFDM and CDMA modulated signals vs.
decomposition angle Theta (0).
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Figure 4-4: LINC amplifier signal decomposition showing different (0) values [54].

4.5

Design optimization of LINC system
As presented before, the main drawback of the LINC technique was the efficiency

degradation due to the signal splitter, the signal combiner and the imbalance between the
two combiner paths. The imbalance between the two branches of the LINC is a very
delicate issue too, as it is almost impossible to get fully balanced LINC architecture due
to practical issues like getting two identical amplifiers
Since OFDM is widely used in recent wireless applications, it has been studied
intensively lately [8]. The use of OFDM scheme for data modulation in WLAN
applications helps incorporating high data rates, and solves the fading problem for
indoor and time dispersive channels.
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However, OFDM signals show strong envelope fluctuation, which is considered as
a real critical design issue. The high PAPR would require using large size power
amplifier with high linearity performance, which would operate in high input back-offs,
thereby reducing the power efficiency and the dynamic range. A number of digital signal
processing approaches were proposed to reduce the PAPR of the OFDM modulated
signals. These schemes offer considerable reduction of the PAPR and improve the power
efficiency [8]. However, these schemes impose heavy computational challenges for
systems using large number of sub-carriers. For that reason, the use of the LINC
technique was proposed for OFDM based systems [1], [45][72], [50] and [72]. The
measurement of LINC performance, when OFDM signal is used, have not been widely
reported or discussed [7], [72]. In what follows, a modified LINC architecture will be
proposed. It is based on filtering the branch signals, which results in reducing the out-ofband signal emissions, hence improving the ACPR and increasing the system tolerance
to imbalances.

4.5.1

LINC branch signals Filtering
It should be noted here that digital filters are used to shape the branch signals and

fit them within the IEE 802.1 lg transmission spectral mask in the proposed LINC
system. However, to filter the modulated signals for such applications, the most
important requirement for the used digital filter is to have linear phase distortion.
Generally FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filters are used in applications, where there is a
need for a linear-phase filtering. An FIR filter is applied to the / and Q components of
each branch signal.

In addition, taking into account that the signals to be filtered are modulated
signals, the FIR filter should meet the following criteria:
• Its phase response in the pass band should be linear.
• Its amplitude attenuation in the pass band should be as low as possible.
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• It should have sharp cut off frequency (to minimize out of band emissions).
• Its attenuation in the stop band should be high (to improve ACPR).

4.5.2

Filter design for regular LINC architecture
This section introduces filters adaptation to shape the LINC branch signals. The

branch signals are filtered (after decomposition and before being up-converted),
amplified and then combined as depicted in Figure 4-5. The transmitter contains a DSP
block and a Tx RF front end. The DSP block contains the Signal Component Separator
(SCS) and the shaping filters to reduce out-of-band emissions while at the same time
improve the resulting combined signal ACPR. Meanwhile, the power efficiency is
maintained and the value of EVM is kept within the standard limits.

SM

Figure 4-5: New LINC transmitter including FIR LPF block.

The SCS decomposes the baseband signal Sjn(t) into the two constant amplitude
signals, Si(t) and ^(O and calculates their rectangular representation (Ii.Qi) and {HQi),
respectively. Meanwhile, digital filters are used to filter these signals. Filtering the
branch signals of the LINC architecture introduces dynamics in the signal (the peak-toaverage power ratio increases from 0.0 dB to approximately 3.0 dB) forcing the use of
linearization for the amplifiers, as they are working near saturation and over 3 dB
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dynamic range [91], [92]. The resulting IF signals are then converted to analog using
digital-to-analog converters (DACs). In the RF front end, the IF signals are upconverted,
amplified, combined and then fed to the input port of the transmission antennas.
The used filters were digital FIR lowpass filters, of the order 60. The four types of
filters studied were least square, equiripple, window (Kaiser) and raised cosine. The pass
band frequency for the least square and equiripple filters was 9.5 MHz, and the stop
frequency was 10 MHz; while the cut-off frequencies for the raised cosine and window
(Kaiser) filters were 9.25 MHz and 9.5 MHz, respectively. The filter synthesis was
performed using MATLAB software. The simulations were carried out using Agilent
Advanced Design System (ADS). The synthesized filter tabs are presented in appendix
A.
Results for regular LINC amplifier are depicted in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7.
Which show the input and output of branch signals spectrums, drawn with respect to the
RF reference carrier frequency of 2.4 GHz. Also, it is shown how the ACPR
performance has been improved to comply with the transmission spectrum mask.
In addition, from Table 4-1, it can be seen that the efficiency is about 4.72%,
while the EVM is 1.4%. In addition, these results show that this modified architecture
has superior performance in terms of ACPR when compared to the regular amplifierbased transmitter system, since this proposed modification (addition of the filter) offers
tolerance up to a certain limit to the branch imbalances (mismatch) [47].
Table 4-1: The values of ACPR efficiency and EVM, without and with filtering for regular LINC.
Filter Type
Specs
No Filter
Least Sq
Eq Ripple
Raise Cos
Win-Kaiser

11 MHz
-20 dBc
-26.1dBc
-63.8dBc
-45.8dBc
-52.2dBc
-48.9dBc

20MHz
-28 dBc
-51.1 dBc
-66.4dBc
-63dBc
-59.1 dBc
-61.9dBc

28MHz
-40 dBc
-56.9 dBc
-66.3dBc
-63.9dBc
-59.5dBc
-60.7dBc

Efficin.
4.72%
4.62%
4.71%
4.60%
4.64%

EVM
5.62%
1.40%
1.41%
1.75%
1.88%
1.68%
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4.6

Mismatch (imbalance) effects
The complex signal imbalance effects between the two LINC branches were

studied. The parallel RF branches of the LINC transmitter suffer from unavoidable
differences in their magnitudes and phase responses [21]. The effect of this imbalance
was corrected using different techniques that are complex to implement. In this study, a
modification of the LINC architecture was proposed [47]. This modification was based
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on applying digital filtering on branch signals. The filters improve the ACPR
performance of the system by reducing the out of band parts of the signal and increasing
the system's immunity to the branch imbalance, and thus offering a solution with no
more overhead on the system. Meanwhile, the power efficiency was maintained and the
value of EVM was kept within the standard limits.

Different types of filters were used to study this effect. Simulation results when
using the least square filter for different imbalance values between the two branch
signals' magnitudes and phases are listed in Table 4-2. The entries of the table show the
EVM values. It can be deduced that the ACPR does not change significantly and it is
lowered by only 1.3dB in the case when a 3-degree phase and 0.1 magnitude imbalance
was considered. In addition, the efficiency is lowered to 4.22%. It should be mentioned
that the cases where the EVM exceeds 5.6% are rejected as they don't respect the
standard specified limit.

Table 4-2: EVM values when different phase and magnitude imbalances are considered.
Phase/Mag
10
20
30

4.7

0.1
2.26%
3.12%
5.05%

0.2
3.35%
3.88%
5.34%

0.4
4.5%
5.13%
6.35%

0.5
5.15%
5.9%
6.62%

Conclusion
This chapter was dedicated to the LINC architecture, the concept of LINC was

introduced along with the signal decomposition. Precisely, its main principle was
explained and the effects of the signal decomposition on the efficiency were discussed.
Then, application of the LINC to amplify the OFDM modulated signals was introduced.

The last part introduced the work concerning the addition of filters in the branches
of the LINC amplifier. The filter study was carried out in two stages. It was first applied
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to the regular LINC in which a new RF power amplifier architecture was implemented.
This DSP based architecture performs separation and filtering for WLAN IEEE 802.1 lg
signals. The new architecture is based on a modified LINC amplifier in which the
signals in the two LINC branches are filtered to reduce their ACPR and thereby
tolerating higher channel interference levels and LINC branch imbalances. The ACPR is
improved by 43 dB, when using a least square filter. Meanwhile, the filter action does
not affect the system performance in regard to the EVM and the overall power
efficiency. In fact, the EVM was almost around that of the case of regular LINC (1.4%)
and far less than that of the standard (5.62%).
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CHAPTER 5
ADVANCED

5.1

LINC TRANSMITTER ARCHITECTURES

Introduction
As pointed out previously, for the LINC architecture, the input envelope-

modulated band-pass waveform is decomposed into two constant-amplitude out-phased
waveforms which are amplified using highly efficient nonlinear power amplifiers. The
outputs are then summed. The LINC advantage is that even though each amplifier is
operating in its most efficient mode, the output is still highly linear. However, the main
drawback of the LINC technique is the efficiency degradation due to the signal splitter,
the imbalance between the two paths, and especially the combiner efficiency issues.
Also, the imbalance between the two LINC branches is a very delicate issue. This is
because it is almost impossible to get 100% balanced LINC architecture due to practical
issues like getting two identical amplifiers. This of course normally leads to distortions
in the amplified output signal.

Based on the above discussion, this research work proposes two new system-level
solutions to overcome these issues of the LINC architecture by improving the efficiency
while meeting the signal linearity requirements. The two proposed architectures are the
2X1 (two transmitting and one receiving antennas) and the 2X2 modified LINC
transceiver layouts which are based on the idea of using the receiver antenna(s) to
perform the combining

process [25], [26][28], [27] and [28][26]. However, the two

branch signals to be transmitted are two constant-amplitude signals, which are not
compatible with the transmission mask set by the standard. So, to overcome this issue
these branch signals have to be filtered beforehand to fit the mask. In what follows, the
filtering process will be introduced with application to regular amplifier.
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5.2

The 2X1 LINC transmitter system
In this architecture, the branch signals are transmitted, after being filtered to fit the

IEEE standard mask for transmission and then amplified. The receiver antenna performs
the signal combination as shown in Figure 5-1. The transmitter contains a DSP block
and a T x R F front end. The DSP block contains the SCS and shaping filters. The SCS
decomposes the baseband signal, ^ ( t ) , into two constant amplitude signals, Sj(i) and
S2(t), and calculates their rectangular representation (Ii,Qi) and (h.Qi), respectively.

Figure 5-1: Detailed layout of the proposed 2X1 LINC system.

Indeed, the LINC decomposition generates two constant envelope phasemodulated signals. These signals extend into adjacent channels, resulting in an out-ofmask signal violation. Consequently, these signals are not compliant with the standards
and cannot be transmitted. Shaping filters, after the LINC decomposition process are
therefore required for the proposed architecture to reduce the spectral regrowth of the
decomposed signals.

5.2.1

Design optimization and performance evaluation
To implement the new modified LINC architecture, a DSP block is implemented

to perform the signal separation process and signal filtering. As the signals in the two
LINC branches are filtered to fit the standard spectrum IEEE standard transmission
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mask and to reduce their ACPR values. In addition, the effect of the imbalance is
corrected, in this new implementation, with no extra overhead on the system. The filters
utilized, resulted in an improvement in the ACPR performance and the system
sensitivity to imbalance effect [27].

It should be noted that the filters used in this part of study were the same filters
and are having the same parameters as used in the previous part of study mentioned in
chapter 4 [47]. As the filters introduce amplitude modulation (AM) effects in the
decomposed signals, the PA linearization is required. So, the DPD (Digital
PreDistorsion) was used to linearize the two amplifiers in LINC transmitter as discussed
previously. The transmitter's two antennas are placed close enough to each other such
that, it can be assumed that both transmitted signals will experience the same channel
effect. The equalization algorithms at the receiver would correct for these effects.
The performance of the proposed 2X1 LINC system is evaluated through
simulations, using ADS software. The channel model was taken to be a typical office
environment channel with Non-line of Site (NLOS) conditions. Indoor Rayleigh
multipath fading channel was considered, also additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
effects were considered. An IEEE 802.1 lg OFDM signal with a 2.4 GHz center
frequency, 20 MHz bandwidth, 64-QAM modulation, 54 Mbps data rate and power of 10.0 dBm was used. The IEEE standard spectrum mask is shown in Figure 5-2. To
construct the LINC, the used amplifiers were class AB amplifiers (HMC 408 from
Hittite Inc). The small signal gain and the saturated output power of the amplifiers were
20 dB and 32.5 dBm, respectively.
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Figure 5-2: Transmit spectrum mask.

The LINC amplifiers AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics and the synthesized
AM-AM and AM-PM of the DPD were measured and used in this study as shown in
Figure 5-3. The different system components like the combiner were assumed to be
ideal. The attenuation in the two LINC paths was assumed to be negligible. The
MATLAB software was used to synthesize the filters employed for shaping the branch
signals. Digital FIR low pass filters, having an order of 60, were used.

Pin dBm

Figure 5-3: The AM-AM, AM-PM characteristics of the used amplifiers.

This architecture has the advantage of keeping the conventional receiver
architecture. The receiver has a regular WLAN architecture which contains an RF front
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end, RF/IF conversion stage, A/D converter and a digital DSP block. In this way, the
power efficiency is improved as the combiner is eliminated from this design. In the same
time, the LINC branch imbalance effects can be tolerated up to a certain extent [25]. The
values of the EVM, PAPR for this 2X1 architecture, assuming an ideal channel, are
0.39% and 3.66 dB respectively. These results show superior performance when
compared to the LINC and single branch amplifier. In this configuration, the signals
are summed at the receiver side. The system design can benefit from the fact that the two
transmitted signals are amplified. This means high power transmitted signal which
increases the coverage area of the system.

For comparison purpose, different simulation rounds were carried out for the three
architectures: (1) single branch amplifier (Reg. Amp.), (2) LINC (Reg. LINC) and (3)
the 2X1 LINC architecture. When applying the filtering action in the 2X1 LINC system
and transmitting the branch signals, it is found that the new system efficiency is
enhanced by about 3.4 times (from 4.72% to 16.17%).

As depicted in Figure 5-4, one can recognize that the branch signal of the 2X1
LINC complies with the standard transmission mask. The ACPR improved significantly,
especially when the least square filter was used. The use of the least square filter gave a
sharp stable spectrum; and the ACPR was improved by 36.9 dB when compared to the
regular LINC amplifier. In addition, the EVM was almost unaffected as the simulated
values are so close. On the other hand, the efficiency was improved greatly due to the
elimination of the combiner in the new modified 2X1 LINC. These results imply that the
system can tolerate higher channel interference levels and can also self-compensate for
LINC imbalances as can be inferred from Table 5-1.
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Figure 5-4: Branch signal spectrum before and after filtering for one receiver antenna.
Table 5-1: ACPR, Efficiency, EVM value for the 2X1 system using different filter types, assuming
fading channel and added white noise.
Filter Type
Specs
No Filter
Reg. LINC
Least Sq
Eq. Ripple
Raise Cos
Win-Kaiser

11MHz
-20 dBc
-10.5dBc
-26.1 dBc
-63.1 dBc
-42.8 dBc
-40.4 dBc
-36.0 dBc

20 MHz
-28 dBc
-14.7 dBc
-51.1 dBc
-70.2 dBc
-42.2 dBc
-58.1 dBc
-52.5 dBc

28 MHz
-40 dBc
-16.0 dBc
-56.9 dBc
-70.2 dBc
-44.5 dBc
-62.0 dBc
-58.7 dBc

Efficiency.

4.72%
16.17%
16.17%
16.27%
16.30%

EVM
5.62%
1.50%
1.40%
1.53%
1.84%
1.97%
1.78%

Meanwhile, the ACPR performance of the system is improved. In fact, it is -26.1
dBc in the case of a regular LINC and -63.1 dBc for the 2X1 LINC at 11MHz frequency
offset. A comparison between the 2X1 LINC transmitted signal spectrum and that of the
regular LINC is shown in Figure 5-5 . It can be noted from the figure, that the ACPR is
improved significantly, especially when the least square filter is used. The use of the
least square filter results in a sharp stable spectrum and the ACPR was improved by 43
dB and by 37 dB when compared to the regular amplifier specification and the LINC
amplifier, respectively.
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Figure 5-5: Transmitted signal spectrum with respect to the mask for modified 2X1 LINC (using
different filters).

In addition, the system efficiency is enhanced due to the removal of the combiner.
These results imply that the system can tolerate higher channel interference levels and
also can be more robust for impairments due to LINC imbalances. The ACPR
improvement for this new transmitter is also illustrated in Figure 5-6 for different input
power levels compared to those of the LINC and single branch amplifier. Also the input
and output signal spectrums are shown in Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-6: ACPR at 11MHz offset for the 2x1 LINC, Regular LINC and regular amplifier for
different input power levels.
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Figure 5-7: Input and output signal spectrum when using one receiver antenna.

5.3

The 2X2 LINC transmitter system
In this proposed modified 2X2 LINC architecture, also the branch signals are

filtered to fit the IEEE standard mask, amplified then transmitted. The receiver has two
antennas that perform the signal receiving as shown in Figure 5-8. The proposed
modified 2X2 LINC architecture transmitter contains a digital signal processing (DSP)
and RF front end blocks. The DSP block consists of the SCS that decomposes the
baseband input signal 5,-„(t) into the two constant amplitude signals Sj(t) and S^t) and
then calculates their rectangular representation (JuQi) and {I^Qi), respectively. As
presented in the 2X1 LINC, digital filters are used to shape these signals. The digital
shaping low pass filters are used to fit the signal in each branch within the standard
transmission mask, thus lowering the out-of-band emissions and improving the ACPR of
the resulting system.
The resulting digital IF signals are then converted to analog IF using digital to
analog converters (DACs). In the RF front end, the analog IF signals are up-converted to
RF and then amplified. Finally, the amplified RF signals are fed to the input port of the
transmitter antennas. The receiver contains an RF front end consisting of two branches
composed of a low noise amplifier (LNA), a down-converter, an analog to digital
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converter (ADC) and a digital DSP block. The received RF signals, S*(t) and S*(t) are
down-converted to IF, then converted to digital using the ADC. In the DSP block, the
equalizer processes of the two signals to cancel the transmitting channel and components
imbalance effects.
sf I
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Figure 5-8: Modified 2X2 L I N C transceiver architecture.

The signals Sf(t) and S%(f) are then recombined to generate Sout(t), which should be
a replica of the original signal at the transmitter input Si„(i). Therefore, the LINC
combiner problems are resolved since the two signals are combined at the receiver side
and the amplifiers are able to operate at their saturation region i.e. near their peak
efficiency. It can be deduced that the LINC imbalance effects will be reduced and can be
corrected at the receiver side. The proposed RF front end performance is evaluated using
the simulator software ADS. Like the case of the 2X1 LINC, an IEEE 802.llg signal,
with a PAPR of about 10 dB, a data rate of 54 Mbps, a 64-QAM modulation and a -10.0
dBm input drive level, was also used in the evaluation.
The LINC was constructed using the two class-AB amplifiers (HMC 408 from
Hittite Inc.) used in the 2X1 simulations. In this case, a low-pass equiripple (EQRIP)
digital filter with 61 taps was applied on the branch signals (for the in-phase and
quadratic components, I and Q). To ensure that the two signals paths are de-correlated
two antennas with orthogonal polarization were used. It was also assumed that the
wireless radio channels were multi-path Rayleigh fading ones. To evaluate the signal
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compatibility and study system performance without the channel effect, it was assumed
that the channel is ideal with unitary response over the whole frequency range.

Figure 5-9 illustrates simulations results for a regular LINC amplifier and a
modified LINC, where Reg-LINC SI and Mod-LINC SI are the amplified branch
signals for the regular LINC amplifier and the modified LINC, respectively.
The results show that the LINC is superior to regular amplifier, since the back-off
was reduced from 9.40 dB to 3.36 dB for the regular LINC. The power-added efficiency
of the amplifier for the different architectures was 1.2% for the regular amplifier, 5% for
the regular LINC system and around 16% for the modified LINC system.

Figure 5-9: Amplifies Branch signals spectrum for regular and modified 2X2 LINC.

It should be mentioned here that due to the combiner removal in the modified
LINC, the signal recombining efficiency was raised to 86% compared to 18.7% for
regular LINC. This implies a significant improvement in the power efficiency, as it
reaches 15.5% for the modified 2X2 LINC amplifier, while it was only 1.2% for a
regular amplifier and 3.9% for regular LINC amplifier according to the simulation
results and the amplifier's manufacturer data sheet.
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The combination of the signals at the receiver remedies the problem of power
efficiency of the LINC transmitter. It is important to point out that the combining
efficiency is inversely proportional to the PAPR of the input signal. Hence, for a CDMA
or OFDM modulated signals, r/b decreasing can seriously affect the overall poweradded efficiency of the system.
A realistic channel was then considered, assuming that the two antennas are
polarized so that the two channel paths are uncorrelated. The channel model is a typical
office environment channel with NonLine-Of-Sight (NLOS) conditions and 50 ns
average delay spread. The EVM values are listed in Table 5-2, it could be observed that
it increases due to the channel effect. The use of two transmitting/receiving antennas in
the case of the modified layout helps to improve the link efficiency and reduce the
probability of error. The input Sin and the output Sout signals for the regular and
modified LINC architectures are shown in
Figure 5-10, with respect to a zero reference frequency.

Table 5-2: PAPR for branch filtered, output signals back-off and EVM in RMS for the three
amplification systems.
Architecture
Reg. Ampl.
Reg LINC
Mod.2X2 LINC

5.4

SI
0.0 dB
3.68 dB

Sout
9.32 dB
9.31 dB
9.60 dB

Backoff
9.20 dB
3.36 dB
3.84 dB

EVM
2.58%
2.55%
1.75%

V
1.19%
3.94%
15.5%

Mismatch effects
The mismatch (imbalance) study was carried out for the 2X1 LINC system. As,

the system efficiency is enhanced due to the removal of the combiner, results indicate
that the system can tolerate higher channel interference levels and can also selfcompensate for LINC imbalances [27]. Also, in the proposed 2X1 LINC due to the use
of branch digital filtering, a solution for the imbalance issues without any overhead on
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the system is achieved. The filters improve the ACPR performance of the system and
help it to tolerate the imbalance effect.
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Figure 5-10: Input and output signals spectrum for regular and modified 2X2 LINC.

The imbalance between branch signals magnitudes and phases were studied and
demonstrated in Table 5-3. The entries in the table show the EVM values as a metric
measuring the system performance when the least square filter was used. Also, it should
be mentioned that the ACPR did not change significantly. In this study the ACPR was
lowered only by 1.3 dB for the case of 3 degree phase and 0.1 magnitude imbalances
were investigated. The efficiency was reduced to 4.22%, due to the degradation in the
signal quality. It should be mentioned here that similar results were attained for modified
2X2 LINC amplifier when studied for the same imbalance conditions in magnitude and
phase.
Table 5-3: EVM values for different phase and magnitude imbalances for modified 2X1 LINC.
Phase(deg)/Mag.
1
2
3

0.1
2.05%
3.37%
5.04%

0.2
2.78%
3.88%
5.32%

0.3
3.48%
4.44%
5.77%

0.4
4.28%
5.12%
6.34%

0.5
5.13%
5.88%
7.00%
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5.5

Conclusion
In this chapter, a new LINC transceiver architecture suitable for wireless

broadband applications using high PAPR signals, such as OFDM and wideband CDMA
was proposed. It is based on a modified LINC amplifier in which the signal in the two
LINC branches is recombined at the receiver to overcome the problems associated with
the combiner losses. Therefore, the overall system efficiency was improved. The new
proposed RF front end power amplifier architecture was simulated and results revealed
an overall power efficiency improvement.

First a 2X1 LINC layout was proposed, in which two transmitting antennas and
one receiving antenna, were employed. It should be mentioned that this new architecture
has self adaptation for the imbalance effects between the two LINC paths. Besides, the
new proposed architecture was based on DSP implementation where the input signal
separation and branch signal filtering are carried out. Signal combining is carried out at
the antenna of the receiver side. This new layout is designed to overcome the problems
associated with the transmitter combiner losses.

The results show improved back-off operation for the branch amplifier from 9.4
dB for single branch amplifier to 3.66 dB. It is close to that of regular LINC which
implies an overall power efficiency improvement from 1.43% for single branch
amplifier and 4.72% for LINC, to 16.17% for the proposed 2X1 LINC. The EVM is
1.53% which largely respects the standard specifications (5.6%). In this system, the
signals in the two LINC branches are filtered to fit the transmission mask and lower their
ACPR. The ACPR performance is greatly improved, which allows some margin in
channel interference levels and LINC branch imbalances. Furthermore, the system's
overall efficiency is improved as the combiner in the transmitter is removed.
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Results have shown that the ACPR was improved by 43 dB when using the least
square filter. In addition, the system efficiency was enhanced by 3.4 times when
compared to that of a LINC amplifier. The filter action does not affect the system
performance in regard to the EVM. This new 2X1 system has the advantage of having
standard receiver architecture while delivering an improved system performance
regarding efficiency, ACPR and EVM. This results in reducing the system design
overhead.

In addition, a 2X2 LINC architecture was introduced and was tested under
different channel effects. Simulations were carried out assuming an ideal channel, and
amplifier linearization. Results show that, for the proposed architecture, linearization is
required to improve the system efficiency and to reduce the EVM. It was found that the
digital waveform shaping filter at the transmitter for the 2X2 LINC system is effective in
reducing the ACPR. Also, the back-off operation point of the amplifier is improved by
5.6 dB in comparison with regular LINC amplifier. Moreover, the 2X2 LINC EVM is
0.542% which is very low compared to the maximum allowable EVM value of 5.6% in
the IEEE standard at 54 Mbps data rate.

Furthermore, the system performance was studied assuming that the channel is a
multipath fading channel and has two uncorrelated paths, and different polarizations for
the transmitting antennas were used. Results show that the proposed architecture was
superior to that of the regular amplifier line up and regular LINC when the same channel
layout was used. An EVM value of 1.76% is obtained for the 2X2 LINC architecture.
Also the back-off was improved for the modified and regular LINC when compared to
that of the regular amplifier. Results show that the back-off operation point of the
amplifiers changed from 9.4 dB to 3.8 dB when using the proposed 2X2 LINC
architecture, which implies an estimated significant gain in the efficiency when the
transmitter is driven by an 802.1 lg signal. The combiner loss is removed and thereby
raising the overall average efficiency of the transmitter from 3.9% for regular LINC to
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15.5% for the modified LINC. The calculated EVM level at the transmitter's output is
1.75%, which is low compared to the standard allowed value of 5.6% at the specified
transmission rate.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Conclusion
In this dissertation a study of the existing power amplification techniques for

wireless amplification is carried out. A comparative study for their performance
improvements and tradeoffs was introduced. From that comparison it was concluded that
as many techniques had been introduced to improve efficiency, these techniques can be
divided into two main categories. The first category is to use Linearizers, like the Digital
PreDistortion DPD, which are suitable for high power amplifiers. The second category
of power efficiency improvement techniques uses advanced amplification architectures
like Doherty, switching amplifiers, Kahn, and LINC. All the proposed techniques are
having issues with the linearity especially for broad band multicarrier signals. Except for
the LINC that will offer, in principles, an improved efficiency while maintain the signal
Linearity.

Therefore the LINC system was chosen as the topic to carry out in this research
work to improve its performance, such as signal separation, imbalance between branches
and combiner losses. The study was aiming to modify the LINC amplification system
and propose a solution to its efficiency problems resulting from the signal combination
at the transmitter. The result of this research study is the proposition for the first time of
a new system level modified LINC concept in which the combiners are removed and
branch signals are first filtered to shape the spectra of the branch's signals into the
standard transmission mask, amplified and then transmitted directly to the receiver
where they are to be combined. This modified LINC amplification architecture is
intended to be used in wireless communication systems to compensate for the power
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efficiency degradation in the amplification stage due to the LINC hybrid combiner
losses.

This new modified LINC system level design concept is an authentic proposal that
was used to introduce two novel LINC amplification architectures where the problem of
power amplification for wireless systems was tackled. In the new LINC systems, it was
suggested, for the first time, to modify the design of the LINC transceiver RF front end,
by removing the combiner and transmitting the branch signals after filtering and
amplifying them before transmitting the two signals.

The synthesis of the filters was carried out using the commercial software package
MATLAB. The filters designed were first used for a regular LINC branch signals
shaping, to show the validity of the concept proposed. The regular LINC system was
simulated using Agilent Design Software (ADS).

Simulation results for the new design showed that this new RF front end was an
interesting solution for transmitters using WLAN OFDM like based wireless
communications signals. Different aspects of the system were studied like linearity and
efficiency and the main observed conclusions were:

- The branch signals were filtered to fit in the transmitting IEEE 802.1 lg mask to be able
to transmit them in WLAN applications.

- When different low-pass digital filters were tested, the least square filter demonstrated
the best results with respect to ACPR performance.
- Simulation results when considering 2X1 modified LINC and channel is an ideal
unitary revealed improved back-off operation point of the amplifier (~ 3.6 dB for the
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modified LINC compared to 9.4 dB for regular amplifier). Also, the measured EVM was
~ 0.542% which was very low compared with the standard allowed value of ~5.6%.
- When considering a multipath fading channel with an added white noise, the response
of the modified LINC architectures was satisfactory. The EVM was ~ 1.6% and the
power back off was ~ 3.69 dB.

- The efficiency of the overall proposed modified LINC system was improved by about
eleven times when compared with the efficiency of the regular amplifier and was
improved by about four times when compared to the efficiency of the regular LINC.

6.2

Contributions:

The main contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:

• A modification in the DSP implementation of the signal separation unit of the LINC
amplifier is proposed, to include a filtering operation of the two branch signals. This
results in an improved LINC amplifier system performance in terms of the ACPR and
the LINC mismatch [25].

• A novel system level 2X1 LINC amplification

solution for the wireless

communication systems is introduced. The 2X1 LINC is intended to replace the
LINC amplifier in order to avoid the LINC combiner efficiency degradation before
transmitting the branch signals [27]. This is a new design concept for the LINC which
is proposed for the first time.

• A new 2X2 LINC amplification system level solution for the wireless communication
systems is also proposed [26].
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• The ACPR performance of the new proposed architectures is improved. In addition,
their mismatch immunity is superior to that of the regular LINC system. The main
advantage would be the great improvement of the power efficiency of the new
systems [25] and [28].
6.3

Future work
A potential avenue to push further this work is to validate the new proposed

architectures experimentally by designing, building and testing prototypes for both 2x1
and 2x2 LINC transmitters
The first stage will be to:
First, develop and implement the DSP block that can perform the signal separation
process, in addition it should generate the two In phase and Quadrature (7, Q) signals
components and carry out the filtering process on these components. Second, is to test
the performance of the DSP block and use it with different modulated signals, like
OFDM, WCDMA, etc. In this stage a great care should be given to the time delay
between the two paths and the synchronization.

The second stage will be to construct the RF front end. This will include the two
branches with the amplifiers, and incorporate the two transmitting antennas. In this case
the two RF branches should be tested for compatibility to make sure that the two
branches are matched.

The last stage is to construct the whole transceiver system, test it, and to measure
the different performance parameters like BER and EVM, in addition estimate the
different stages power efficiency, and compute the overall system efficiency behavior.
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Furthermore, for the 2X2 LINC system, the equalization processes of the two
received signals to cancel the transmitting channel and components imbalance effects
should be tackled more in depth and should be the scope of further investigations.
Of course the evaluation of the proposed schemes with different modulated signals
across different platforms is to be assessed. Indeed, the adoption of these new power
amplification systems for different wireless communication systems should be
considered for future work. In this study the new systems were tested for WLAN
applications, the use of these systems for other wireless system applications like base
stations and user mobile devices should be the focus of a future work.
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Appendix A: Digital Filtering
Introduction:
A brief introduction to the digital filtering issue is presented in the following
section. There are two types of filters which are commonly used for the digital filtering:

1) FIR (Finite Impulse Response).
2) IIR (Infinite Impulse Response).

FIR filters are implemented using a finite number n of delay taps on a delay line
and n computation coefficients to compute the algorithm function. The above structure is
non-recursive, a repetitive delay-and-add format and is most often used to produce FIR
filters. This structure depends on each new sample and current data value. FIR filters can
create transfer functions that have no equivalent in linear circuit technology. They can
offer shape factor accuracy and stability equivalent to very high-order linear active
filters that cannot be achieved in the analog domain. Unlike IIR filters, FIR filters are
formed with only the equivalent of zeros in the linear domain. This means that the taps
depress or push down the amplitude of the transfer function. The amount of depression
for each tap depends on the value of the multiplier coefficient. Hence, the total number
of taps determines the "steepness"' of the slope. This can be inferred from the structure.
FIR filters offer linear phase (frequency) response in the pass-band [5]. A low pass FIR
filter template is shown in Figure A.

Different design techniques are commonly used to develop digital FIR filters: the
Window technique, the Equiripple technique and least square technique.
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Figure A 1: Tabs of the Low-Pass filter generated in Matlab.
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A. Window technique: This simple technique is based on designing a filter using
well-known frequency domain transition functions called "windows". The use of
windows often involves a choice of the lesser of two evils. Some windows, such as the
Rectangular, yield fast roll-off in the frequency domain, but have limited attenuation in
the stop-band along with poor group delay characteristics. Other windows like the
Blackman, have better stop-band attenuation and group delay, but have a wide
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transition-band (the bandwidth between the comer frequency and the frequency
attenuation floor). Windowed filters are easy to use, are scalable (give the same results
no matter what the corner frequency is) and can be computed on-the-ffy by the DSP. The
latter point means that a tunable filter can be designed with a unique limitation on corner
frequency resolution being the number of bits in the tuning word.

B. Equiripple technique: An Equiripple design technique provides an alternative to
windowing by allowing the designer to achieve the desired frequency response with the
fewest number of coefficients. This is achieved by an iterative process of comparing a
selected coefficient set to the actual specified frequency response until the solution
requiring the fewest number of coefficients is obtained. Though the efficiency of this
technique is obviously very desirable, there are some concerns. For Equiripple
algorithms, some values may converge to a false result or not converge at all. Therefore,
all coefficient sets must be pre-tested off-line for every corner frequency value.
The IIR filter on the other hand is done by the implementation of infinite recursive
series. These functions use previously calculated values in future calculations utilizing
feedback in hardware systems. Butterworth, Chebycheff and elliptic are examples of
such filter. They use essentially the same mathematical structures as their analog
counterparts. Due to this, the digital IIR filters exhibit the same or worse non-linear
phase characteristics; they suffer from a nonlinear frequency response in the passband.
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Abstract-This paper proposes a new Linear
amplification system using Nonlinear Components
(LINC) transceiver that utilizes a modified LINC
architecture. The drawbacks of the conventional
LINC transmitter, which are related to the power
efficiency loss due to the analog radio frequency
(RF) signal recombination at the LINC output
stage, are avoided by combining the decomposed
LINC signals digitally at the receiver. Simulation
results using a commercial amplifier with a
Raleigh fading channel and 802.11a signal
demonstrated an obvious improvement of the
power efficiency. It increased from 3.9% for
regular LINC to 15.5% for the modified LINC
system. The quality of the signal was not degraded,
as the error vector magnitude metric was kept
below 2% at the receiver, which is much lower
than the standard requirements.
Index Terms- LINC, power amplifiers, wireless
radio.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless broadband communication systems
require high performance and data capacity,
which can be achieved by using more efficient
modulation
techniques
like
orthogonal
frequency-division
multiplexing
(OFDM).
However, the resulting complex signals have
very high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)
and suffer from wide dynamic range. Highly
linear amplifier characteristics are, therefore,
required to reduce out-of-band radiation levels,
which impose more challenges on the design of
RF (radio frequency) front end [1]. LINC (Linear
amplification
system
using
Nonlinear

Components) amplifiers are intended for
applications in which the transmitters should
have high accuracy, high output power and high
efficiency, while maintaining the linearity of the
signal; therefore, LINC architecture may be
utilized in systems employing the abovementioned modulation schemes [2], However,
the LINC technology faces some problems in
circuitry such as component mismatch between
the two branches, which causes final signal
degradation. It also suffers from power efficiency
degradation due to the signal recombination. The
average efficiency of LINC amplifier depends on
the signal dynamics and the combiner's
efficiency [3, 4J. The two types of combiners
commonly used are the matched power combiner
and the Chireix outphasing combiner. The
isolated two-way power combiner results in an
excellent linearity, but degrades the overall
power efficiency of the LINC system [3]. " ' e
Chireix outphasing combiner is a lossless
combiner that improves the power efficiency, but
degrades the linearity of the LINC system.
This paper proposes a new LINC architecture
that is intended to overcome the combining
problems of the conventional LINC systems by
transmitting both branch signals and performing
signal combining at the receiver. Compared with
the conventional T.TNO system, the power
efficiency of the proposed system is improved,
since the combiner element is eliminated from
this architecture. The back-off operation point,
average transmitter efficiency, error vector
magnitude (EVM) and PAPR are computed to
evaluate the proposed transceiver efficiency in
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comparison to that of a conventional LINC
transceiver.

Jt1(0 = r ( 0 . ^ f f i , = J I ( 0 + J 3 ( 0

(1)

r(/) = rm«.cos(0(O)
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2,
a general description of the regular LESTC
principle is introduced, and a description of the
proposed LESTC architecture is presented and
discussed. Section 3 presents simulation results
and performance evaluation; finally, conclusions
are presented in Section 4.

II. LINC TRANCIEVER ARCHITECTURES

(3)
(4)
SiW

sj)
Sequence

PJfi
scs
Sitt)

A. Regular LINC Architecture
The LINC amplifier consists of a signal
component separation block (SCS) that divides
the baseband signal into two constant amplitude
and phase-modulated signals. The two signals are
up-converted to the RF signal around the carrier
frequency and amplified afterwards. They are
summed by a power combiner to reconstruct an
amplified, undistorted and modulated RF signal,
as shown in Fig. 1. Branch signals generation
involves generating two signals: one is a narrow
band source signal; the other, a wideband signal
that extends into adjacent channels [7]. When the
two signal components are recombined, the two
source signals are added in-phase, while the
wideband signals cancel each other, assuming
that there is no phase or gain imbalance in the
two branches. If there is imbalance, the
cancellation will not be complete and the
adjacent channels will be affected. Therefore, the
combination process requires more attention.
Since the envelope of both branch signals is
constant in magnitude, LINC permits the RF
power amplifiers to operate near saturation,
yielding maximum power efficiency [3]. To
apply the two-branch amplification (LINC
technique) on a baseband modulated signal
having a complex envelope, the input signal
s

» v ) is decomposed into two constant envelope
outphased modulated signals ^ l ^ a n d s%^>, as
shown in Fig. 2. The relations between the
signals are given as follows:

(2)

•*fc

Amplified
Signal

M

Fig.l. Regular LINC amplifier architecture

fe£?.
f
t
I

$t

Fig.2. LINC amplifier signals
where T™** is the input signal envelope at
saturation level. The output signal is assumed to
be a replica of the input signal:

^«(0.= o(5(0) = 0 ( 5 ^ ( 0 + M O )

(5)

where G is a complex gain of the amplification
stage,
This gain can be different for the two-branch
amplifiers due to the possible phase and gain
imbalances between the two amplifiers. The
power efficiency of the LINC transmitter can be
computed using the following formula:
>7=na>7br}c
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where ;/, is the amplifier's efficienev; t], is the
ratio between the a\ crags: transmitted power an J
the intended peak power at the ttansniilter output
which corresponds to the efficiency of the signal
reeombining process; and, '/. represents the loss
in the combiner itself |K|.
The instantaneous combiner efficiency for the
matched, isolated combine' can be computed
analytically as cos^(8) [3], which is a function of
the decomposition angle 8, Thk value decreases
as Q increases, which corresponds to Sow signal
conditions: this is the most probable case for the
signals used in 3G and 4G communication
systems. The efficiency increases as 0 decreases.
which corresponds to signal peaks, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
B. Modified LINC Architecture
The pioposed architecture is a modified UNO
architecture, which transmits amplified branch
signals, and has signal combination occurring at
the receiver, as shown in Fig. 3. The transmitter
contains a digital signal processing (DSP) and RF
front end blocks. The DSP block consists of the
SCS that decomposes the baseband input signal
,Sin(t) into the two constant amplitude signals
Sl(t) and S2(t). and then calculates theii
rectangular representation (11.Q1) and (I2.02).
respectively. Digital filters are used to shape
these signals, The resulting digital intermediate
frequency (IF) signals are then cum cried to
analog IF using digital to analog, cmrvcrturs
(DACs). In the RF front end. the analog IF
signals arc up-converted to RF and then
amplified. Finally, the amplified RF signals are
fed to the input port of the transmitter antennas.
Indeed, the LINC decomposition generates two
constant envelope phase-modulated signals.
These signals extend into adjacent channels.
resulting in an out-of-mask signal violation.
Consequently, these signals are not compliant
with standards and cannot be broadcasted to air.
Shaping tillers after the I.INC decomposition
process are, therefore, required for the proposed
architecture to suppress this spectrum regrowth

of the decomposed signals. However, these filters
will intoduce amplitude modulation (AM)
effects in the decomposed signals, which
necessitate linearizing the amplifiers. The digital
predistortion (DPD) technique is utilized [5|.
The receiver contains an RF front end consisting
of two brandies, each of which is composed of a
low noise amplifier (LNA), a down-converter, an
analog to digital converter (ADC) and a digital
DSP block. The received RF signals s > w and^ w
are down-converted to IF; then converted to
digital using the ADC. In the DSP block, the
equalizer processes the two signals to overcome
flic transmitter masking, and channel and
components imbalance effects using the
technique described in [&*). The signals '^W a n d
4"W are the,, recombined in die digital domain to
generate Sm0), which is a replica of the original
signal at tire transmitter input Sin(t). In this way,
the problem of the LINC combiner can be
resolved, since the two signals are combined at
the receiver side in digital domain and are able to
operate the amplifiers at or near their peak
efficiency. The branch imbalance error will be
limited and can be corrected at the receiver side.

UI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the proposed RF front end is
evaluated using the commercial circuit simulator
software Advanced Design System, from Agilent
technologies. An IEEE 802 l l g signal, with a
PAPR of about 10 dB, a data rate of 54 Mbps, a
64»QAM modulation and a »10.O»dBm input
drive level, was also used in the evaluation. The
LINC was constructed using two class*AB
amplifiers (HMC 408 from Hittite Inc [9]). The
small signal gain and the saturated output power
of the amplifiers were 20 dB and 325 dBm,
respectively. The different system components
like the combiner were assumed to be ideal. A
low-pass equiripple (BQRIP) digital filter with 61
taps was applied to the branch signals (in-phase,
L and quadratic, Q, components). To de-correlate
the signal paths, two antennas with orthogonal
polarization were used. It was also assumed that
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the wireless radio channels were multi-path
Raleigh fading ones.
The channel was first assumed to be ideal with
unitary response over the whole frequency range.
This assumption was made to evaluate the signal
compatibility and study system performance
without the channel effect Results for a regular
LINC amplifier and a modified LINO are
illustrated in Fig. 4, where Reg-LIMC SI and
Mod-LINC SI (/I'W) are the amplified branch
signals for the regular LINC amplifier, and
modified LINC, respectively. It can be seen fiom
Fig, 4 that the modified LINC branch amplified
signal ^ 0 that would be transmitted is
complying with the mask.
The PAPR of (he input and output signals, the
value of HYM and the hack-off values lot the
regular amplifier, regular and modified LIN'*"1 are
listed in fable I. It is clear that the LL\C was
superior to icgular amplifier, since the back-off
was reduced from 9.40 dB lo 3.36 dB for the
regular LINC and 3.8 dB for the modified LINC
system. The power-added efficiency of the
amplifier for the different architectures was 5%
for the regular amplifier, 2 1 % for the regular
LINC system, and finally 18% for the modified
LINC system. The signal recombining efficiency
for regular LINC was 18.7% while the output
back-off efficiency for the regular amplifier was
23.8%. and 86°o for modified LINC transmitter.
This implies a significant improvement in the
power efficiency, from 1.2°o for a regular
amplifier to 3.0*0 for regular LINC system to
15.5% in the case of the modified LINC
amplifier, according to the simulation results and
the amplifier's manufacturer data sheet |9).
The efficiency of the new architecture was raised,
as any power efficiency loss due to the signal
combining structure was avoided. Thus, the
overall power efficiency of the proposed system
is improved, since the LINC combiner problem is
eliminated by combining the signal at the
receiver, and the amplifiers working near
saturation. Jilts combination of the signal
digitally at the receiver totally remedies the
problem of power efficiency of die LINC

IJMOT-2007-00

transmitter. It is important to point out mat the
combining efficiency is inversely proportional to
the PAPR of the input signal; hence, for a code
division multiple access (CDMA) or OFDM
modulated signal, % decrease can seriously
affect the overall power-added efficiency of the
system.
A realistic channel was then considered,
assuming that the two antennas are polarized so
that the two channel paths are unconelated. The
channel model is a typical office environment
channel with nonltne of sight (NLOS) conditions
and 50ns average delay spread. The values of
EVM are listed in Table II. One can observe that
it increases due to the channel effect. The use of
two transmitlin^'receiving antennas in the case of
the modified layout helps to improve the link
efficiency and reduce the probability of error.
The input Sj» and the output S^t signals for the
regular and modified LINC architecture are
shown in Fig. 5, with respect to a zero reference
frequency. The efficiency figures are the same in
this case, as in Table I.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work proposes a new LINC transceiver
architecture suitable for wireless broadband
applications using high PAPR signals such as
OFDM and wideband COMA. (WCDMA). If is
based on a modified LINC amplifier, in which
the signal in the two LINC branches is
recombined at the receiver to overcome the
problems associated with the combiner losses;
thus, the overall system efficiency is improved.
Results show that the back-off operation point of
the amplifiers changed from 9.4 dB to 3.8 dB
when using the new proposed LINC architecture,
which implies an estimated significant gain in the
power-added efficiency from about 5% to 18%
for transmitters driven by an 802. l l g signal,
Abo, the combiner loss is removed, thereby
raising the overall average efficiency of the
transmitter from 3,9% for regular LINC to 15,5%
for die modified LINC, The calculated EVM
level at the output of transmitter is 1.75%, which
is low compared to the standard allowed value of
5.6% at the specified transmission rate.
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S
Backoff ' EVM
9"2S'd§" 3 4Qd¥~T0 4?% L i t *
. Reg
Re 9 UNC T o M d B " 10.28 dB 3,36dB 0.39% i 3.94%
Mod LiNCi3 6SdB 1Q29dB | 3 80dB 0 5 4 * i 15 5%

Si)

(4|

Table II. PAPR for btanch filleted, output signals
back-off, and K\*M in RMS for the three amplification
systems assuming fading channel, nnd AWtfls
:

Reg Ampl
' Reg UNC
' Mod UNC

OOdB

%A
. Backoff
9 32 dB . 9 20 dB
9 31 dB ' 3 36 dB

3 68dB ' S.60 dB ! 3 04 dB

EVM
2 58%
2 55%
1 75%

|51

[6]
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A Modified LINC Amplification System for
Wireless Transceivers
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Department of Electrical Bng,, ftcofc Mytectaique lie Montreal,
2500, Chenatft Polytechntque, Montreal, (Quebec), Canada, H3T 1J4.
4ktraet—A new W nwdUfed Mem Amplifier uilng
Nonlinear Components (LWQ arebltectore for wireless
tmtiiiHmk'jitioii links Is proposed and evaluated to this work,
The layout of the new architecture Is presented and the
simulate result* are presented t» «h«w the perftwrman**
under different operation conditions and channel types.
Reunite show that the overall p*wer eilcleney of this
architecture is improved by more than # 0 % when compared
with that »f the regular LINC amplifier architecture.
Kepverdy IJNC, Power Amplifiers, Wireless Citinmuiikaswii.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tlii" recent gtowlh in the wireless communications hiui
made it the most important communications media. at the
same time its, use Is increasing dramatically. This is a
result of an increased demand for wireless services
providing lughei data rate-1., and more universal interface
for a variety of services. The evolution of llic Wf-AN
(Wireless focal Area Networks,) technologies is forcing to
adapt new technologies am) standards, such as. OFDM,
WCDMA. modulation schemes The use of OFDM
scheme for data modulation in WT.AN applications is
advantageous over other modulation schemes because of
its efficiency in lite use of the light bandwidth and easy
solution of symbol interference and fading problem
without having to use elaborate equalization techniques.
That helps to incorporate high data rates and solves the
fading problem in time dispersive channels that is why
OFDM is considered the most promising modulation
scheme for future applications. However, the resulting
OFDM complex signals arc containing high dynamics with
increased signal PAPR (Peak to Average ratio). So in
order to reduce out of kind radiation levels, they require
highly linear amplifier characteristics, imposing more
challenges on the design of the Rl; front end of the
transceiver Sink. Whilst, LINC amplifier is projected for
applications in which high accuracy of the transmitted
signals and high output power level should be maintained
while preserving the signal linearity. So the use of the
1 INC amplifier architecture for WJ.AX systems with
OFDM modulation systems is introduced [I], On the other
hand IJNC architecture is inherited with its own problems
like the problem of power efficiency degradation due to
power dissipated in the branch signals combination
Process [>]. The average eflictency of I.IN'C depends on

l-4244-006J-5««WS20.00 ©2006 IEEE

signal dynamics and the combiner efficiency [3, 4], Also
circuitry and component mismatch between the two
branches cause final signal degradation [5, ft, 7]. The new
architecture would have the advantage of using two
nonlinear amplifiers working at their high efficiency
operation region (near saturation), then transmits the
branch signals removing the transmitter combiner
efficiency problems and also would add the flexibility of
compensating tor the signal distortions due to the channel
and UN'C branches imbalance (in gain and delay), at the
receiver in digital baseband equalization process.
This work is proposing a modilied LINC architecture
for OFDM-based communication transceivers and
studying the performance of dies system The error vector
magnitude (I'VM) and peak to average power ratio
(PAPA) are computed to evaluate the system performance,
also the back off operation point is considered for power
added efficiency evaluation. This paper is structured as
follows section II is a description of the regular LINC
principle, and the modified IJNC architecture, Section III
presents results and performance evaluation. While section
IV presents conclusions.
IX UNCTHANSCSIVQtS
•1 Regular Li-Si.' scheme
The regular- LINC is composed of a signal component
separation block (SCS), two identical power amplifiers,
and a power combiner. The SCS divides the baseband
signal into two constant amplitude, phase modulated
signals, the two signals are upconvertod to the carrier
frequency, amplified, and ore then summed by the power
combiner, to reconstruct an amplified, undistorted replica
of the baseband signal as shown in Fig. 1. By this
approach the RF power amplifiers are operated near their
saturation, while the two branch signals yielding
maximum amplifier efficiency and high linearity as the
envelope of both signals is constant in magnitude [2]. In
order to apply the two-branch amplification (LINC
technique) to a modulated signal ^m
having complex
envelope, then it can be decomposed into two signals Sjii),
s;•(/'), a-s follows'
$.Jt) = r(t).eJ4m

= ss(t) + s2(t)

Fig. 1 Regular IMC amplifer urehteotare
'•(') = ••;,„ eos(#(/))
s.U)

(2)

= ^-.c':-":"!>:"'

•<.('> =

J

-r--t

''"'''

0\

""'"

H)

Wlicrc '«••»-'• is the input signal cnvclqie at saturation
level. The siyial sent is assumed to be a replica of the
input signal, • « • ' ' ' and »:•• " J is given as:

*,,.,,sn = a {s <f) + i A / ) )

(?)

where <i is the amplifier complex gain.
.1 MoJifud/./,V< Arrhirermrr
In this modified I INC" architecture, die amplified
branch signals are transmitted diiectly before being
combined. The Signal combination occurs at Uie iccs.-ivs.-f
by the receiving antenna as depicted in Fig. 2. TTie
transmitter contains a digital DSP block, and RF front end
that includes the PA. "Hie digital shaping fillers arc used tolit the signal it! each branch in die standaid mask; this
would add dynamics to the signal, find increase its PAPR.
The reteivei contains an RF from end, consisting of a Low
noise amplifier, an RK'IF converter, A D converter and a
digital DSP block. Hie DSP block is used to process the
received signal to overcome the transmitter masking effect
and channel effect*, in this manner the power efficiency is
improved. In the same time, the branch imbalance could lxtreated following the technique introduced in [7J. The
\alucs of the hVM. PAPR and back off for the signal to be
transmittetl for this modified architecture assuming the
channel a an idea! channel is 0J<>% and 3.66dfi, 3,66dB
respectively. The Results are showing that this modified
architecture is showing superior performance when
compared to the regular amplifier based transceiver
system
II. Rrsn.rs F.V\LU.\TKW
'l"o evaluate the performance of the proposed system in a
more practical manner, an indoor mnltipath fading channel
was assumed. In addition, the added white noise efiects in
the simulation are umsidcied Also, it was assumed that
using antenna polarization the two channels are
uiicorrchitcd. and that each channel lolkm> a multipatli

*l0

i

i . i « l i i!,.„l I

,

_K"

„~r

,!

(• S E > " . ' . - r r « l

Raleigh fading model. The test signal employed here was
an IKKK K02 Ug OFDM signal having 2.4 GH/
frequency, having 20 MH/ bandwidth. 64 (JAM
modulation. 54 Mbps data rate and signal power of -10.0
dllm. hurthetmore, the UNO was constructed Using two
class AB amplifiers (IfMC 408 fiom llillite Ine). where
their characterizing data (AM-AM, AM-PM, and tjic
dlgiUil predislortion (DPD) characteristics) were measureii
to be u.->ed in the simulations [8]. The attenuation in the
two LIKC paths can be neglected. The amplifiers in die
LINC are linearized ustng the DPD, because filtering the
branch signals, shaping thorn in the standard mask,
introduces dynamics in the signal. The time domain
representation of the branch signal has constant envelope,
while- its spectrum (s-oi unllhvredl shown in Fig. 3. The
liltet i> used to lower the amplitudes of the frequency
components out of the mask that results in a signal with a
variable envelope in time domain. The PAPR increases
troro O.lldU to V66dli, forcing the use of linearization for
the amplifiers.
In this study, simulations were earned out for all the
three transmitter arthiteeluics regular single branch
amplilicr (Keg. Amp.), regular I,INC (Reg. U N O , and
Modified LINC. The equiripple filter is applied to the
branch signals in die modified architecture. Results show
that 1hc branch signals to be transmitted after filtering
lollow the transmission .mask as shown in Fig. 3. 'lite
channel model was taken to be a typical office
environment channel with KI.OS conditions and 511 ns
average delay spread. The results obtained in the case o(
regular single branch amplifier (Reg, Amp.), and a regular
LIKC (Reg. LINC), are used Jts a reference for comparison
purposes. The values of PAPR for the output signal are
listed in table 1, and for the branch signal is 3.66 dB for the
mollified UNO (due to lilteiing), and roughly zero fur die
regular LINC (constant amplitude signal). "Die value of
KVM listed in table I, is 1.86%, which is less than the
standard limit of 5.6% at the transmission rate used.
Meanwhile (he value of FVM for regular amplifier is
2.58% whilst it is 2.55% in the case of regular LINC. The
branch signal is shown in Fig, 4. while the input and
output signals arc shown in Fig. 4 both for die modified
architecture.
The LINC amplifier power efficiency fa calculated as
follow s:

where t}„ is die amplifier's efficiency; 1)b is die ratio
between the average transmitted power and the intended
peak power at the transmitter output: which corresponds to
the efficiency of the signal reeombinaig process, and 1].
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represent the efficiency of the combiner itself it is
considered here to be 100% efficient [1], The
instantaneous combining efficiency for Ac matched.
isolated combiner a n be computed analytically as
eaf(0)\i\.
Which is a function of the decomposition
angle ft The efficiency value would decrease, as
0 increases, for low signal conditions, which is the
probable case for complex signals used in .Ki and 4(i
communication systems. While, the efficiency would
increases as 0 decreases, corresponding to signal peaks. It
is found that the efficiency for the modified LINC is
16.3?n which is larger 4 times than that of a regular LINC,
as shown in table I
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INTRODUCTION

The trend in the information technology field is pushing to
wards systems that olfer higher tianster rates and free- inn
bilily.'l'hat implies moving ti»warJiwiKk'S!.i.oniHttiiikatk>ii
systems using digital modulation themes to acquire maxi
ttuim benefit from the scatee nnd crowded spectrum. At the
wine lime, these systems should be more efficient coikeni
trig power handling. The employment ol complex modulation schemes to efficiently use the available tight bandwidth
and itMirporaleliighei data ratesconies with complex titod(titled signals containing high dynamics with increased peak
to average power ratio (PAPR). This necessarily requites lin
ear amplification over a large power range, forcing the use
of a low efficiency power amplifier working in a high hack
nil" which results in lower e-fiiciency. Meanwhile in the lit
erasure, one can litid several approaches tor improving the
power amplifier (PA) efficiency while maintaining an acceptable linearity. One of which is die LINC powet amplifier that
is intended for use in wireless scleras since it offers high efficiency and linearity (1 -4"'. In the meantime, signal linearity
is ;ui iuipoi tunt fac tor in determining how well a wireless sys
tetu works, be it a cellular network, WLAN network, and so
forth, indeed, power amplifier* are die main source of not!
linearities in these systems, Also emissions in lite tidweent

channel ate of a great vi'itcern as they reduce the number
ol active users who can be operating at the same time. The
bit error rule (81:10 also increases due to those enussions reducing the system quality of service (QoS). The nonlinear
behavior <<i'the system is determined byACPR, which can be
used to accurately show the linearity of a system. Also complex signals like OPPM impose strict requirements on trans
mitted signal linearity to nieet the error vector nugnltudt
(KVM) specification.
In this paper, a 2 x 1 amplification system is proposed.
Simulated results of the power efficiency, EVM and ACPR
performance, as well as the assessment of branches tinbal
ance ettLvrs on the system performance are presented. In
Section 2, a brief rksci iptton of the LINC concept is pre
settled; Section 3 introduces the 2x 1 LINC transceiver; while
Section 4 presents the results of efficiency, ACPR, and EVM
performances. Section S shows the imbalance behavior of the
system. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sections.
2,

LINC AMPLIFIER

A regular I .INC amplifies consists of a signal component sep
axutk'ti block (SCS'h tw> identical power amplilicrs, and a
combiner. The SCS divides the baseband signal into two constant -amplitude', phase modulated signals. The two signals
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Mtllltlut

""A

-•>
(jElpishixt

li-.iia 1.1k;;tth'UXi. ampliiiei at.hikv*ui>.

an upninverted t» RH ann/litied, and summed In slit p'«wtr
lombuwi to revtwutvl an amplified ivf.div.iot the inputs);;
nal, as shown iti fisni't ! !n this mantlet tin. R!" |'imc: am
phfiersaieopeiated ,11 saiwaiioti, and the nv» hi .iih.li signals
vieM iiMxhtnmiamplitkrtthvknvyandhhJi lim .:ntv as the
envelope oi buth sijuiakisvoiistjnt in inaptitude > '<
3.

THE 2-OLINC TRANSCEIVER

lit the ptoposed ; > I UNO auMtufine. tin amplifud
br.ltit.li sijin lis . r v tralismilled, after Ivaijt filtem? In til tilt"

tundaid mask t.>t uauMiiissiun, and din|'!ilieOl • "I he it
velvet .uiiciin i p a h u m s the signal combination as shown in
I%tne J The ttiitisiiiittei umtains a PM1 blovk and a 'I <c Rl"
limit flit! I lie 1 ""Sp blotk vonUms the SOS 4111I shaping 111
teis. 'IIK v > decomposes the baseband signal, Smilh into
two vuiiM.ni! amplitude signals i>ilfi and .Vff), and taku
Lites tbtirtcvinnjiulat repicsentatioiisf/),Q(, K Q»j, resptt
ciwly I lie digital shaping filters Jit used tti tit the signal in
Civil I'Llltill WitllitI ttlC SMIltiiltl t!Msft, Mid tklip loWtt l 'tit

ot band emissions (hit* impit-vwg lite ACI'R »!'the resulting
system filleting ihebratkh sip ids r.f tin; LINO arehiteUuiv.
inlrcihkcs dynamiis irt the si^mil nlie PAPR iikreases bom
'1 (Mil* ti • . t p p i u x i l l M k ' U * f d R j , H € l r t s i U t i t t R t h e list- ol lill

tsirUrttimi fm the amplifiers, as thev ate vtmking n o t situ
1 .ition Also the I t,W nattsmUler contains the tuo antennas
whivh,ue vlf-sv fttoush sntti thai it cats he assumed thatboth
Kdlisyiitted signals will expel iciivC the sanic eharnel etktt
litis ert«v1 sOlllvi«.rit'vledforhylheespiah/ati.m al|j"rilliti)
performed at ihe rcteiur
1 lit teceivn is 1 if a it'gukr WLAN aie)utts.tuie tontaio
inpan Ki'tMntciid, which si<nsists<>| Rxieveivci, RF'iraitt
version stagi, A'l > ttinvei Ser, and .1 digital PSP bl-sk lit tins
way, ihf p'Wei ethvkikf K impioudas the vdinbinci losses
aie vtiiirirutt.il. At the uitkf titt-e, the 1 ISC itfandt iitiKil
•like ftk-its v.tn N. toleiaied tip t.t vmit exknt. The values
ssl slit* \\ M jnd PAl'K lot this J x 1 rtKhitevtiiie.ftsuHiiii"
411 ideal vhjimel .11c a w ; 1 and 3.'iAdB, tt-sptMiuly I li<»e
k'sstlts shifts siipt'ihii pcr!<>liiMiics' klieii vonipJivsl t> the
I ( S i ' ,wid sinpk bidtkh diiiplifies.

R.ileigh multipalli Mdiiij; vhamu'l was vciisidere.!, as woll
as .nlditivi. whik Ciatissj.in isoise (AWtiN't dtests. Alt lfcfcfc
«".' U s OI'DM signal with a 2.4CAU IwqittfttCV, Ji'.slH/
bandwidth, t>1 QAM muduktidtt, ^-1 Mbpsdata fate, ari«istj:
IM! power ot tti.oJRni HMS used. ]wn vlass AB amplihers
tHM<" SOS tr-nn Ilitiite Iiu 1 were utilizes) to cuiistrtki the
I IXi* The dijytal pi»iist«t;tk>» (DPPj kvhnkjue was used
ti» lineari/t the sintplideis i<> vompensate tot the PAPR in
cieise due" tu tiltei v*rt«cI The I IXC amplihers characlci wing
data, (the AM .\M, AM PM, and the srathesizc.) AM AM
and AM PM itt the OPDl k t t e measured and used iti this
study 'Hit .ittiiniatinn lit ttn two LINC paths was assumed
t<»be ik-glinshh. Meanwhile, the MA'l'LAB sottwite was used
ti-i filtersvntliesis. Jiijatnl riR luwpuss filters, with aumder
crt 6ft, «ets ustvl
StmulatkiK uete vanitd >»ut for the aichilevturcs MIIJ;IC
branth mnplifici (Reg Anip \ I IXC* fRcj; I INC'h and 2 x I
LINO. Rssiilts show that tl« biaikh sigiwls to be transmit
ted jftei filleting fit within the trausntisshrti imsk Results
alvi sh«w that the efficient^ ot j ret-ulat 1 IN(* amplifier is
4.72'>,h whik the fVM is i 4"» as shown in Table I. Wltcn
appl>ing the tillering as lion in ihe 2 x 1 1 1 NO system, and
trrfusniittitii! the braikli signals it is found that the new svs
temeliakn.yisenlianctd l>v.tt>>ut 3 1 iiiuesifr»in4 7J*."i> to
16.17"«),aii<llhe t'VM leniaitisalnvistvonsunl Ihebranvh
signal nl the J x 1 I IXC sysiuti is loiuplyiiij; with the slim
d u d mask; mwnwliik the Af!PR perilunumteuf lltt s^teni
is imprnvct) A comparison Iteitveen the 2 x 1 UNO trans
(Flitted signal speemim .m>i lhat ut tin regular LINO in adja
sun vltaniwk is shown in Figure •* It t.ni be noted tp>m the
hiuire th.it the AOI'R h.nl impntvcl siymlitantly, especially
when the btst square filter was used. The us*, ot the least
s>|u,i>« ftltei results In.i shaip stable spestrani. and the AOPR
was improved tiy4*dBandbv 37dB when t>>nipared to thv
st.mdaid sjirtifk.sti.sti and the I INC .miplihei, tespevttvelv.
In aifdition, the system etkiency is enhancwl due to the re
n*>v,il <»t the tornbinei This result implies that the system
viitt initiate higher tliatmel interfeietue keels atkl also uin
st.lt t«mpt>ns.ite tot 1 INC imhtLiikcv The AC^PR impiove
meiil tor this nets tivuumilter is als<> iliusttated in riguit-4
r
\ fin different input powei kvels vtmiparevl to those ot m\
LINO and sinjje bram.li amphfier
5. IMBALANCE EFFECTS

'lite patallelRI-blanches of the UNOliansmittei sultet fjoin
unavoidable ditkieike in theii imignitudes and phase is
spouses. Imbalaikf etlecis between the two LINO biatkhes
aie studied. litis erii.%! was tonected using dtrteretil tts.li
nujues that aa- vt>fii|sk'\ itnpk-mentations <
' > , Meanwhile itt
the proposed 2 * \ UNO, jod due to using the branth digi
tal filtering a solution u-iUtt'itt imy overhead <Mi (lie system is
achieved 1 he filters impnuv the AOPR perfonnnnce of the
syskm and help it tu tok;alc the intbalinse ellkt.
Table 2 shows the imbakinvc values between ihe iwo
4. EVALUATION Of SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
biaiu li signals' magnitudes ami phases, the entries in the la
"I he pelt >]»'WlKen| tiR'pnipt»svd2> i LlXi^stuniseValu
ble show the 1 \ M tallies. The ACPR did not tlutiige signil
jtcd tli r< 41 t;ti sinsuljtkms; the atlv nucsl ttesinn system i APS f ivatitb it \KA\ loweied by only J. •* dB in tht case » hen a ,s
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4
periurnianee in regprd to the (-VM, a\ the rtsulh slxw Thk
new 2 x 1 system hj* the advantage «i having standard receiver .irdiileettiiv while delivering an improved syvein per
tiinnaikc regarding effiuetky. At;PR, and 1 \ M
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Paper 4: THE DSP Implementation of the LINC Amplifier to Improve
ACPR and Imbalance Performance

THE DSP IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LINC AMPLIFIER TO IMPROVE ACPR AND
IMBALANCE PERFORMANCE
Mohamed AM Blaal, Fadhel GtaomoMcM, Senior Member, IEEE
Poly-GKAMES, Dept of Electrical Eng„ficoteWyfednuque de Montreal, Montreal, Canada.
&dbel,gj3aiMO«M@ji©lymtl.ca,mtih*iMed.mostage«r-!aohaii)e4^;polymtLc»

Abstract—This paper Is projected towards improving toe
adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) for Linear
amplification using Nonlinear Component (1=INC) poncr
amplifiers in OFDM based wireless osteins using distal
baseband altering for branch signals. The IF.KF.M2.11e
standard, which operates at 2.-4 Gil/, is used to show the
amount of improvement. Results shim that the ACPR is
unproved using a least square filter, from -26.1 dBc In M.Hdlk, without deteriorating the overall s\st«ni power
efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cicr grow ins; ami CMilvmg matket of witeless
communication systems is advancing towards new
systems !hat ate mote efficient in using the scarce and
crowded spectrum, and also more efficient with respect to
power consumption. In order to ensure quality of sen ice.
the use of the available spectrum ieqinre> taking cine of
the emissions caused by the transmitted signal in the
adjacent channels. Ihe larger the signal in flic adjacent
channel bandwidth*, the greater the distortion becomes 111
the users' channel bandwidtbs. For a wireless system, this
means a reduced number of users can he operating at one
time and also a degradation of the quality in other useis'
signal bandwidth by causing intctfeicncc. distortions and
increasing the bit-error rate (BKRj, given the
accumulation of noise intioduced into other useis"
channels,
One ot the most important specifications in a wireless
transmitter is the adjacent channel powei ratio (ACPR).
which measures the amount of nunhucai distortions
caused b> the transmitted signal, Ihe ACPR anil the
modulation scheme determine the maximum allowable
nontmeanty for the power amplifier, lhis nonlinear
behavior of the ss.stem is mo.sl efficient and quantifiable
using ACPR, which can be used to show quite accurately
the linearity of a system In addition to this, new systems
employing complex modulation .schemes like Ol'D.M
impose Mi ICI requirements loi signal linearity. Ihetel'ore.
signal linearity is becoming an increasingly important
factor in determining how well a wireless system will
work, whether it is a ceilulai network. WLAN network.
etc. Indeed, the powei umplihei is the main source of the
nonltreanties in Ihe system [1-4J
lhe I.lneat amplification using Nonlinear Component
( U N O powet amplifier ss intended for w-neicss systems

sine* it offers high efficiency with good linearity [5, 6].
However, tie output signal may be distorted by imbalance
between the two radio frequency (WFj amplifier branches,
especially for M-QAM signals [7J.
In the literature, one can find several approaches for
improving the power amplifier (PA) efficiency while
keeping an acceptable linearity. Helaoui et al. [1]
introduced the use of a digital signal processing (DSP)
algorithm and field programmable gate array (FPGA)
implementation, it) ft system, so as to optimize the
p«f«rffi«oce of 3 0 amplifies. The study of linearity
improvement and efficiency boosting for parallel amplifiers
was introduced by Sung et al. [2]. Park et al. [3] suggested a
study for the required amplifier back-off for a specified
ACER for OFDM WLAN systems. This work discussed the
relationship between the ACPR and Ihe phase nonlineamty
of the PA. Kuo et al. [4] presented a study of the ACPR
behavior under low pass and band pass power amplifiers.
The work in references [2] and [4] introduced a system
implementation showing results of the ACPR values
without proposing a technique to improve it.
This paper proposes a DSP system solution io improve Ihe
linearity of the tiansmilted signal of wireless transmitter,
using filtering of (he two LINC branch signals. Also, the
effect of different filter types on die resulting transmitted
signal is studied. Ihe evaluation of the transmitter output
signal quality enhancement by the filtering process can be
demonstrated using two metrics, Ihe ACPR and the error
sector magnitude (LVMj. 1 he ACPR is used to measure the
out-of-band emission level caused by the iionlmearily,
while the EVM quantifies the in-bond distortion effects.
Results of our proposed DSP system solution show a very
significant improvement in ACPR performance, which can
even help tolerate higher channel interference levels- and
I,INC imbalance effects. Ihe ACPR improved by 41dB
when using a least square filler, allowing for more space to
tolerate for channel effects and to protect the system against
1,1NC branch imbalances.
This papei is structured as follows: Section 11 is a
description of the LINC principle, and the modified L1NC:
and, Section III presents* results and performance
evaluations of the different filter types employed. Section
IV shows le.sulh when imbalance is introduced, and finally,
conclusions are presented in Section \ .
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measured for use in this work. It was assumed that
attcmiiilion id the two UN'C paths could be neglected.
Meanwhile, the filters used were digital IfR lowpass
fillers, with an order of Ml
The foui Ijpcs of filtei.-. sli-died wete least square,
equmpplc, raises cosine, and window (Kaiser). I tie pass
bund frequence foi the leas! squate and equitipple fillers
was ').> Ml)/, and the .stop frequency was 10 Mh/.: while
the cut-off frequency for the rui.se> cosine and window
(Kai>crl tiIters was 9.25 V1h? and l>.5 Mhz. respectively.
Ihe filter synthesis was performed using MAII.AB. 'ihe
Stimulations were carried out using Advanced Design
System (ADS) software by Agtleut Technologies.
Results for regular LLNC amplifiei are shown in Tig 1
Ihe input, output and branch signals spectrum, with
itsped to the Rl earner frequency of 2.4GH/,. show that
Ihe ACPR complied with ihe transmission mask, in
addition, fiom fable I. the efficiency was about 4.72,
while ihe lA'M wa,i 1.4%.
The results for the modified I TNI" (when using the
branch filteisl for the transmitted signals are shown m
Tig. 4 from the figure, one can recognize that the ACPR
had impioved sigmiicamly, especially when the least
square filter was used. The use of the leas! square filter
t;avr u sharp stable spectrum, and. the ACPR was
improved by 41dB, and by 36 9dB when compared to the
stumluid specificatuin and. the regular UN'C amplifier. In
addition to this, tlie JAM was almost not affected, and
the efficiency did not change appieeiahK (fhini 4.72% to
4.(S2"oi. This result implies that the system can tolerate
higher channel interference levels and can also selfcompensate for l.INC imbalances. a,s demonstrated in the
ncM section. Tht; efficiency when using the cqumpple
filler mi', not affected, but at (he same lime, the HVM was
increased by almOaJ 25%. with respect to tlie legular
I IXC, due to ihe tipples in Uic pass band (H.ldK).

was lowered by only I.MR in the case when a 3-dcgrcc
phase and 0.1 magnitude imbalance was considered. In
addition, the efficiency was lowered to 4.22°i Of course,
cases where the FVM exceeded 5.6% were not accepted as
(lies wete osei the standaid limit.

v. coNa.t*MO\
'I'hn work proposes a new Rl- power amplifiei architecture,
suitable for WI.AN' IFP.F. R02 Hg applications, based on a
DSP implementation of the signal separation process and
filleting. The new architecture is based on a modified L1XC
amplifier in which the signals in the two l.INC blanches arc
tillered to lower their A( !PR value. The ACPR performance
is greatly lowered, which enahles the toleration of higher
channel interference levels and LIN'C branch imbalances).
Results show that the ACPR is improved by 43dH when
using a least square filter, which allows for more tolerance
of channel effects and protection for the system against
LI.NC branch unbalances Meanwhile, the filter action does
not art'eel the system performnnce in regard to the I-' VM and
the overall power efficiency, as Uie KVM was almost
aiound that of the case of regular LINC (1.4%) and far less
than that of the standard (5.(>2%).
TV.ilr I. The value of AfPR eflicu-ncv nrd I"VM. u-itliprj aw. Bill-,
fillrniif
Filisi Type
islets
No J-illei
I cajl S«;
H;Ki;ipUr
H aise ("os
VVin-Katsci

//AW'
-10 (iBc
-26.1rjbc
-*3 SdBc
-'.?.8i*c
- 5 ; MHc
•4S .Vatic

mm-IS. ritk
-<1 1 otV
-MWdlk
-fiSrtBc
-5'> liiBc
-fil <taBc

:*MH-!

-40 rtBc

-«i<av
-*e»3<ujc
-63 <li*c
-M 5nBc

•m.'cHc

Mfmrt

FVM
>M-„
c T**'
1 -if.,,
- 62"',.
1 •!]',1.7.V,
:.?1%
1 iix%
;.«>%
4{w"„
l*fc%

Table II. TL; value ofh'VM foi ditisrcr.t phase and magnitude imbalances

IV. IMBAI.AVK KKITttTS COMPENSATION

In this part of the work, branch complex signal imbalance
effects between the two IJN<* branches were studied, ft
should be noled that the parallel RF branches of the l.INC
transmitter suffei flora a certain amount of unavoidable
difference in their magnitudes' and phases [7J, "Ihe effect
of this imbalance was corrected using different
techniques that are complex implementations; while ihe
proposed modified l.INC using the branch digital filtering
offers a solution with no more overhead on the system.
Ihe tillers improve tlie ACPR performance uf the s>stem
and help it to tolerate the imbalance effect.
I he least square filter was used. 1 he imbalance values
between the two branch signals' magnitudes and phases
are shown in Table U: the entries in the table show the
l.VM values. Ihe A(VR did not change significantly it
AkiTCMfl loci *mne.
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Paper 5: ACPR Performance Study for Modified LINC Amplifier

ACPR PERFORMANCE STUDY FOR MODIFIED LINC AMPLIFIER
Mohamed AM KlaaL Fadhel Ghannoucht. Senior h fember, IEEE
My-ORAMES, Department of Electrical Engineering,
I>oIe Polytarhinqiiu tie Montreal. Montreal. Cimada. H3T 1J4
fadhsl.g!ianiMiKhi:aiJ^ynrtLca.Hi<<Miie<l.tti<fttageei-»io1ianied'i?]jf>l5'ivitl c»
systems since it offers high efficiency with good linearity
[5. 6], However, due to some problems in circuitry such
as component mismatch between the two branches, like
the imbalance due to the mismatch among the two radio
frequency (RF) amplifiers Which causes the output
signal to be distorted especially for M-QAM signals [7]
causing final signal degradation LINO also suffers from
power efficiency degradation due to the signal RF
combiner used to reconstruct the signal after the
amplification stage. As the average efficiency of UNO
amplifier depends on the signal dynamics and the
combiner's efficiency [8, 9). The two types of combiners
commonly utilized are the matched power combiner and
the Chireix outphusing combiner. The matched combiner,
comprised by two-way isolated power combiner results in
an excellent linearity, but degrades the overall power
efficiency of the LINC system The Chireix outphasing
combiner is described as a lossless combiner that
improves die power efficiency, but degrades Ac linearity
which is not suitable for wireless communication systems.

Abstract—A stu&r for the ;
(ACPR) for modified linear i
component (LINC) JKWOT
communication systems when branch •.
biischaad tillered is proposed. Tin' LINC is
ending the filtered branch signals and then i
at the receiver. The IEEE802.1Ig standard
at 2.4 GHz, employing the OFDM signals h used to«
system performance compatibility with the standard anrt
effleiencj Improvements. Results sfeow that the ACPR Is
lowered when using a least square filter, from ~M.ld8c to
-6J.8tlBc. The efficiency is Improved bj 3,4 time* when
comparer! with that of a regular LINC*.

r. iNTRonrorioN
The wireless communication p t e r a s ore wing digital
modulation schemes to acquire maximum benefit from
the scarce and crowded spectrum, also to be more
efficient with respect to power consumption In order to
meet these restrictions and make use of the available
spectrum tt ts required to take care ot the emissions
caused by the transmitted signal in the adjacent channels,
As the bigger the signal emissions in the adjacent channel
bandwidth, the greater the deformation in the adjacent
users" channel. In wireless systems, this result m a
reduction in the number of active users who can be
operating at the same time and also distortions resulting in
an increase of the Bit Error Rate (BHR), given the
accumulation of noise introduced into other useis'
channels.

This paper proposes a DSP system level solution that is
intended to improve the linearity of the transmitted signal
of wireless transmitter By modifying the regular LINO
architecture, through baseband digital filtering of the
LINC branch signals, then transmitting them, and perform
signal combination at the receiver to overcome the
combining problems of the regular LINC systems. Also,
in this paper, the effect of different filter types on the
resulting transmitted signal is studied. The evaluation of
the transmitter output signal quality by the filtering
process is demonstrated using two metrics, the ACPR and
the error vector magnitude (BVM). The ACPR is used to
measure the out-ef-band emission level caused by the
nonlinearity, while the EVM quantifies the in-band
distortion effects. The back-off operation point, average
transmitter overall efficiency, the peak to average power
ratio (i'APR.) are computed to evaluate the proposed
transceiver efficiency in comparison to that of a regular
LINC transceiver too.

Therefore signal linearity is becoming an increasingly
important factor in determining how well a wireless
system will work, whether it is a cellular network. WI.AM
network, etc. Indeed, the power amplifier is the main
source of the nonlutearities in the system [1-4]. This
nonlinear behavior of the system is most efficient and
quantifiable using ACPR. which can be used to show
quite accurately the linearity of a system Thetefore. the
ACPR is one of the most important specifications in
wireless transmission, which measures the amount of
nonlinear distortions caused by the transmitted signal, and
the linearity figure of merit for the power amplifier New
systems employing complex modulation schemes like
OFDM impose strict requirements on transmitted signal
linearity. The ACPR and (he modulation scheme
determine the margin of the allowable nonlinearity for the
power amplifier.

Results of the proposed system show an improvement
in ACPR performance, that can help the system tolerate
higher channel interference levels, and the LINC
imbalance effects The ACPR improved by 43dB when
using a least square fitter, allowing for more space to
tolerate for channel effects and to protect the system
against LINC branch imbalances. In addition to this the
system efficiency was augmented by almost 3.4 times
when compared to that of a regular LINC, sinee the
combiner component burden is eliminated.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents a
description of the LINC principle, and introduces fee

In the literature, one can find several approaches for
improving the power amplifier (PA) efficiency while
keeping an acceptable linearity. One of which is the LINC
power amplifier that is intended to be used m wireless
1 -4244-tW5-2/06/$20,O0 -i:2<W> IKKI-
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modified l.]\< . Section III presents results lor the ACPR
performance Section IV shows results of ACPR
performance when different filter type* used. Finally,
conclusions aic piesented in Section V

to the efficiency of the signal reeombining process; and,
tj, is the combiner efficiency [6].
B. Proposed Modified LINC
In regular LTMC amplifier She branch signals are being
combined before transmission. While in the modified
LDCC architecture, the amplified branch signals are
transmitted directly after being filtered to fit the standard
mask, and amplified The signal combination lakes place
at the receiver side, by the receiver antennas as shown in
Fig 2. The transmitter contaias a DSP hlock, and a TX
RF front end The DSP block contains the SOS and
shaping filters. The SCS decomposes the baseband
signal. AWA into the two constant amplitude signals, Srft)
and Sj(ih and calculates their rectangular representation
(/,. Q;, /„, Q3% respectively. The digital shaping filters are
used to fit the signal in each branch within the standard
mask, and help lower out-of-band emissions, thus the
ACPR of the resulting system is improved. Filtering the
branch signals of the LINC architecture introduces
dynamics in the signal (the PAPR increases from (l.OdB to
approximately 3.6dfct), forcing the use of linearisation of
the amplifiers, as they are working near saturation.
The receiver has a standard structure; it contains an RF
front end, which consists of RX receiver, RF/3F
conversion stage. A/D converter and a digital DSP block.
The DSP block is wsed to process the received signal to
overcome the transmitter masking effect and the channel
effects. In this manner the power efficiency is improved,
while the I.IXC hranch imbalance effects could be
tolerated up to some extent and also can be treated using
the technique introduced in [7J, The values of the EVM,
PAPR for this modified architecture assuming an ideal
channel is 0.39% and 3.66dB respectively. These results
show superior performance when compared to the regular
L K C , and regular single branch amplifier.

11. LINC ARCHITECTURE

A. Regular IJ\V
A regular I,INC amplifier consists of a signal
component separation block {SOS), two identical power
amplifiers and a combiner The function of the SCS is to
divide the baseband signal into two constant amplitude,
phase modulated signals. The two signals are upconverted
to the intended carrier frequency, amplified and then
summed by the power combiner, so as to reconstruct an
amplified undistorted replica of the baseband signal, as
shown in Fig, 1. In this manner, the EF power amplifiers
are operated at saturation, and the two branch signals
yield maximum amplifier efficiency and high linearity as
the envelope of both signals is constant in magnitude [5].
S/i)

-§>-

m A srs

& :

S/l)

Fig. 1. Regular LINC snpltta' architecture
In order to apply the two-branch amplification (LINC
technique) to a baseband modulated signal, like the
C >M)M signal, then S{t) can be decomposed to

m
fit)

j-MO^v

.'l-ffOf

1

(3)
Ill,

where ' »< is the input signal envelope at saturation The
signal sent is assumed to be a replica of the OFDM
signal, #..,.'')

*«,..(0- G { * I ( / ) + 4 8 ( r ) }

The performance of the proposed modified LINC
system is to be evaluated wstng an indoor Raleigh fading
multipath channel in addition while noise, additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) effects were considered. An
1BEE WC.llg OFDM signal with a 2 4 GHz frequency,
20 MHz bandwidth. 64 QAM modulation, 54 Mbps data
rate, and signal power of -10.0 dBm was employed as the
test signal Two class AB amplifiers 01MC 408 from
Hittite Inc) were utilized to construct the LINC, The
digital predistortion (DPD) technique was used to
linearize the amplifiers in the LINC to overcome the filter
effect (increasing the PAPR). The LINC amplifiers
characteri'/jng data, (AM-AM, AM-PM, and the
synthesized AM-AM and AM-PM of DPD) were
measured to be used in this study. The attenuation in the
two LSX:C paths was assumed to be neglected.

(i)

where G is the complex gain, which may be different for
the two branches in the case of an imbalance between the
two amplifiers or any other analog components
imbalance The power efficiency of the I.TNC transmilter
can be computed using the following formula:

VVJIJI*
where t}^ is the amplifier efficiency.

SYSTEM ACPR PERFORMANCE

0}
IJC is the ratio

between the average ttansmitted power and the intended
peak power at the transmitter output which corresponds
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Meanwhile. the filters used were digital FIR lowpass
filters, with a n order of 60 T h e M A T L A B software w a s
used for filler synthesis. T h e Advanced Design System
( A P S ) software by Agilent Technologies was used t o
perform the simulations
'1'he efficiency w a s about 4.72% for regular LINC
amplifier while the E V M w a s 1,4% as shown in Table 1.
When applying the filtering action in the modified LINC
system, and transmitting the btanch signals, it was found
that the efficiency is enhanced by about 3.4 times, and the
E V M is still almost the same. Fig.4 shows the spectrum
of the trnmmttied branch signal of the modified I .INC
compared to the spectrum of the transmitted signal of a
regular L I N C both with an adjacent channel of a regular
single branch amplifier. It can be seen that the branch
signal of the modified LINC is complying with the
standard mask; meanwhile the ACPR performance of the
system is n o t deteriorated In addition the system
efficiency is improved, as shown in table i, if the regulat
LINC results are compared with those of the modified
I,INC when a least square filter is used.

V. (.'ONCMiSION
This work is proposing a n e w R F power amplifier
architecture based on a modified LINC suitable for
WLAN IKIiH W X U l g applications, based o n a D S P
implementation of the signal separation process, branch
signal filtering, and signal combining at the receiver side.
In this system the signals in the two L I N C branches are
filtered t o fit the transmission mask and lower their
A(7PR. The ACPR performance is greatly lowered, which
enables the toleration of higher channel interference
levels and LINC branch imbalances Mean while the
system overall efficiency is improved a s the combiner in
the transmitter is removed
Results show that the A C P R is improved by 4 3 d B
when using » least square filter, which allows for more
tolerance of channel effects and protection for the system
against LINC branch imbalances. Meanwhile, efficiency
is enhanced by 3,4 times when compared t o that of a
regular LINC amplifier. The filter action does not affect
the system performance m regard t o the F.VM, a s the
K V M was almost around that of the case of regular L I N C
(1.4%) and far less than that of the standard (5 62%).

IV. F l L T H i T Y r e EFFECT OS A C P R

Tabic I The value of ACPR efficiency and KVM, wiltimii «tnd Willi
filtering.

The four types of filters studied were least square,
equfnpple. raided cosine, and window (Kaiser). The pass
hand frequency for the least square and equinpple filters
was 9.5 MHz. and the stop freqfuency w a s 10 MHz. while
the cut-off frequency for the raises cosine and window
(Kaiser) filters was 9.2^ M H z and 9 5 MHz, respectively.

Pill* Type
Sfwes
NnFilter
Reg LINC
LearfStj
Hq Ripple
Raised Cos
Ww-Kawer

The modified LINC ACPR performance results (when
using different branch filters) are shown in Fig 3. It can
be noted from the figure, that the ACPR had improved
significantly, especially when the least square filter was
used. The use of the least square filter results in a sharp
stable spectrum; and the ACPR w a s improved b y 43dB,
and by 3 ? d B when compared to the standard specification
and the regular L I N C amplifier respectively. In addition,
the K V M w a s almost not affected; meanwhile the
efficiency w a s improved almost by 3.4 times than that of
regular LINC (from 4,72% t o 16.17%). This result
implies that the system can tolerate higher channel
interference levels and can also self-compensate for LINC
imbalances. The efficiency when using the equiripplc
filter was not affected, but at the same lime, the E V M w a s
increased by almost 2 5 % , with respect t o the regular
I .INC, due t o the ripples in the pass hand (0.1 dB).
The parallel R F branches o f the L I N C transmitter
suffer from a certain amount of unavoidable difference m
their magnitudes and phases | 7 | . The effect of this
imbalance w a s corrected using different techniques that
are complex implementations; while the proposed
modified LINC using the branch digital filtering offers a
compensation with n o more overhead o n the system T h e
fillers improve the ACPR performance of the system and
help it to tolerate the imbalance effect.

UMHt
2<&tHx
-20dBc ' '-2Sdtk
-10.5dBc - M ' d H c
-2S.ldBc -St.lttBc
-aidBc -TOIdBc
-«SdBc -«2c!Bc
-«.4(Jlk -58 MBe
-M.OdBc -52.5aTfc

2SMHc » » "
-40dBc
-IS.OdBc
-5«9dBc
472%
-70 2dBc 16.15?i>
-44 5<JBc 1617%
-62.0dBc l«Jt^S»
-58.7<BSc 100%

EVM
5.62?*
150%
1.40%
l.JS*.
184%
19*%
1 TB*
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Appendix C: ADS Simulations and Schematic of a LINC Amplifier:
The simulations were carried out using the software Advanced Design System
(ADS), from Agilent technologies. This software is an Electronic design automation
software platform offering complete design integration for products such as cellular and
portable phones, wireless networks, radar and satellite communications systems. Agilent
EEsof EDA is the leading supplier of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software for
high-frequency system, circuit, and modeling applications. Electronic System-Level
(ESL) design tools from Agilent EEsof EDA enable designers of high-performance
PHY's in emerging wireless communications systems, satellite and radar systems, and
software-defined radio to make optimum use of the latest RF/Analog and Digital Signal
Processing techniques. It is used by system designers to deliver physical layer
architectures in less time with higher system throughput and less wasted design margins.

The simulations were carried out for the WLAN 802.1 la_Tx_prj.
In these simulations it is assumed that:
Different system components like the combiner were assumed to be ideal.
No imbalance between the two paths of the LINC.
The channel models used are:
A) Ideal channel, with unitary response.
B) Fading indoor channel, with added white noise.
C-l Simulation control parameters and signal generation:
The WLAN_80211g_RF source signal was used. The signal generated was an
IEEE 802.llg OFDM, the central frequency 2.4 GHz, having bandwidth BW= 20 MHz,
the subcarrier modulation was 64QAM, the data rate = 54 Mbps, the input power Pin =
-10.0 dBm.
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The Data Flow (DF) analysis was used to control all the simulations. The DF
controller is used to control the flow of the mixed numeric and timed signals for all
digital signal processing simulations within ADS. This controller, together with source
and sink components, provide the flexibility to control the duration of simulation.
The different parameters used in the DF are:
Default numeric start = 0,0
Default numeric stop = 10000
Default time start = 0.0 usee
Default time stop = 352.0 u sec (time for two OFDM frames).
The RF channel variables were:
IF frequency = 380 MHz
RF frequency = 2400 MHz
RF_BW = 20.0 MHz
The time step =12.5 nsec.

The measurement of the variables was done for 40 points starting from sample
number 30. Figure C-l shows the different items described above, which are used in the
simulation process. At different points in the data flow the signals were measured
simultaneously in time domain and frequency domain (power spectrum). Figure C-2
shows the input signal measurement point.
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Figure C- 1: Different simulation DF blocks and WLAN signal RF source and variables items
described above used in the simulation process.
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Figure C- 2: Input signal measurement point.
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C-2 Signal Decomposition and power amplifier implementation:
The second step was to develop the signal separation process, and was based on
first computing the error signal e(t), as shown in Figure C-3, Then the two branch
signals are generated by adding and subtracting the error signal to half of the original
signal s(t) as shown in Figure C-4. The error signal calculation is done in the block
called ET in the diagram.
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Figure C- 3: The calculation of the error signal in ADS
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Figure C- 4: Signal decomposition implementation in ADS.
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The power amplifiers used were two class AB, HMC 408 from Hittite Inc. The
Gain and phase response of the amplifiers with the Digital PreDistorter is shown in
Figure C-5. The power amplifier lineup is shown in Figure C-6; also in the same figure
the up conversion stage is depicted. While in Figure C-7 the power amplifier with the
digital PreDistortion block is demonstrated. In Figure C-8 the ADS block diagram is
shown.

-60

-40
Pin d B m

Figure C- 5: The AM-AM, AM-PM characteristics of the used amplifiers.
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Figure C- 6: The used power amplifier line up showing also the up conversion stage.
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Figure C- 7: The used power amplifler line up, up conversion stage and the Digital PreDistortion
block.
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Figure C- 8: The two ADS blocks used to simulate the power amplifier and its DPD block.

C-3 Transmit and receive antenna, channel blocks:
The channel and the added white noise blocks are depicted in Figure C-9. In
addition, the transmitter and the receiver antennas are shown in the same figure. The
channel used has a multipath fading model, while the transmitting antenna was used at
the base station and the receiving antenna at the mobile side.
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Figure C- 9: The transmitting antenna, multipath fading channel, added white noise and the
receiving antenna blocks.

C-4 Filter of the branch signal:
The implementation block for one of the branch signals is shown in Figure C-10.
Here the branch signal is divided into the Inphase (I), and Quadrature (Q) components,
and then they are filtered. The filter block input file contains the filter tabs in text format,
which are synthesized using MATLAB.

C-5: Regular LINC and Modified LINC in ADS:
The ADS implementation of the regular LINC is depicted in Figure C-12. It
should be mentioned here that for the case of the modified 2X1 LINC there will be two
transmitting antennas, two channel paths, an RF summer and then a receiver antenna.
Figure C-ll is showing the two signal (channel) paths and the RF summer and the
receiving antenna. The final stage will be the receiver, and EVM calculations. The Error
Vector Magnitude (EVM), block has two inputs, one is the output RF signal, while the
other input is a feedback from the WLAN signal source. The EVM block contains a
regular WLAN receiver and additional blocks to compute the EVM value.
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Figure C-10: The filter bank for one of the branches.
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Figure C - 1 1 : The Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) Block
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Figure C- 12: ADS implementation of a regular LINC amplifier
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